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ABSTRACT
The wind-induced pressure coefficients for the balcony guardrail design are based on
the provision of wall cladding and components provided in building codes, such as the
National Building Code of Canada 2015. However, the balcony guard’s failure frequently
occurred, which caused a number of accidents and casualties in the past years. This work
studies the wind-induced pressure coefficients on the two typical balconies guard models,
an isolated balcony and a continuous balcony, based on various wind direction, wind speeds,
and balcony configurations through wind tunnel test. The test results in the wind tunnel are
compared with the provisions of the National Building Code of Canada 2015. The study
concluded that the wind direction effectively declined the wind-induced pressure
coefficient on the windward side of the balcony guards as the wind attack angle increased.
The variation of wind speed also influenced the wind-induced pressure coefficient. For the
different balcony types, the wind-induced pressure coefficient was still different. The
balcony configuration such as the gap between the front panel and the floor did not alter
the wind-induced pressure coefficient. The tested results verified that recommended windinduced pressure coefficients in the provision of the National Building Code of Canada
2015 are too conservative.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The development of material, construction technology and analysis tools make it possible to
design and construct structures with longer span and taller height. With the rapid growth of urban
population, living land has become more precious. Therefore, high-rise residential buildings and
super-high-rise office buildings become a favourable choice of real-estate developers, especially
in major cities. Compared to low-rise buildings, the high-rise ones are more flexible, which makes
them more sensitive to dynamic loads such as wind, and wind-resistant design was an essential
part in the design of high-rise buildings.
Balconies are a common component of buildings. They can be classified as isolated and
continuous types based on their architectural form (Figures 1.1 and 1.2). As the name implies, the
typical feature of an isolated type balcony is that each household has an individual independent
balcony which is not connected to the neighbouring ones. There is a certain distance between the
two adjacent isolated balconies. A continuous balcony is a recent popular design and is also widely
used in Canada. In the case of the continuous type, different households on the same building
storey share the balcony floor, and the front panel of the balcony is a complete piece. Partition
walls are used to separate the household unit. Obviously, this type of balcony increases the usable
area of the balcony. However, it also increases the windward area of the balcony.
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Figure 1.1 Isolated balcony

Figure 1.2 Continuous balcony
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Balconies were not considered as an important factor before when calculating wind-induced
pressure on building façade. The first reason is that majority of the buildings were low rise in the
past. Balconies are rarely subjected to strong wind load at low height. Therefore, when calculating
wind load on buildings, those acting on balconies were ignored. Secondly, balconies were typically
designed as balustrades or railings in the past, which had the appearance of a row of thin columns
attached vertically to the balcony floor. When wind acted on balustrades or railings, it could pass
through the gaps between the balustrades or railings, so wind effect on balconies was not
considerable. Thirdly, brick, concrete and iron were the common materials used for traditional
balconies, so balcony side walls could not be designed too high. Otherwise, ventilation and natural
light could become issues. As the ceaseless development of construction material, lightweight
materials such as aluminum, glass were used for building balconies. In particular, using large
format glass infill panels as building guardrails becomes a popular trend in recent design and
construction of high-rise buildings. Compared to the traditional form of building balconies, the
glass panels used in modern design would be subjected to much larger wind load.
A new clause, clause 4.1.7.5. (5), has been added into the National Building Code of Canada
2015 (National Research Council of Canada, 2015). It states “For the design of balcony guards,
the internal pressure coefficient, 𝐶𝑝𝑖 , shall be taken as zero and the value of 𝐶𝑝 shall be taken as
±0.9, except that within a distance equal to the larger of 0.1W and 0.1D from a building corner,
𝐶𝑝 shall be taken as ±1.2”, where D is the depth of the building, and W is the width of the building.
This addition provides guideline for predicting wind-induced load on building balconies. However,
no wind tunnel tests or site measurement has been reported to evaluate this recommendation.
In 2011, it was reported that breakage occurred on glass panels in the balcony railings of
several high-rise residential buildings in Toronto, and a member of the public sustained minor
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injuries by numerous small pieces of glass falling to the ground (Ministry of Municipal Affairs and
Housing, 2012). About 30 glass guardrails were damaged in 11 different buildings in Toronto
between 2010 and 2011, including the Murano Towers (North and South), Festival Tower, and One
Bedford. It promoted the City of Toronto and the Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing to
establish an expert panel on glass panels in balcony guards (Hudson, 2017). Subsequently, more
of such incidents occurred which caused serious concerns from the public and the engineering
community (Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing, 2012).
1.2 Motivation
The current design practice for predicting wind loads acting on building balcony surfaces is
based on the relevant provisions of wind load calculation in building codes. However, the current
Canadian building codes, such as the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) and the Ontario
Building Code (OBC), do not clearly specify how to calculate the design wind load on building
balconies, but rather simply assume that balconies are an accessory member or appurtenance which
can be ignored when determining the wind load on the building windward side. In the current
design practice, the design wind load of building balconies is considered to be the same as that
acting on the smooth building wall surface without an accessory. However, numerous incidents,
of which wind-destroyed glass panels on balconies of high-rise buildings fell off under strong
sustained wind caused personal casualties and property damages, so the current design practice of
predicting wind load acting on building balconies has been questioned (Ministry of Municipal
Affairs and Housing, 2012). To address this issue, it is proposed to evaluate the current design
practice and compare wind load acting directly on building façade with that on balcony front panel
by conducting wind tunnel study. Two different balcony models, representing respectively the
isolated type and the continuous type, will be fabricated and tested to evaluate the difference
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between the wind load acting on the building façade and that acting on the balcony front panel.
1.3 Objectives and scopes
The objectives of this study are as follows:
1. Study the distribution of wind-induced pressure on the balcony front panel and building
façade for different balcony types, front panel configurations, wind speeds, and wind
directions in the wind tunnel.
2. Evaluate the current design practice by comparing wind-induced pressure acting on
balcony front panel with that on building façade.
The scope of this study includes:
1. Design and fabricate two 1:25 scale balcony models used for wind-induced pressure
measurement.
2. Conduct wind tunnel tests to measure wind-induced pressure on the windward side and
leeward side of balcony front panel and building façade.
3. Measure tubing response correction function to eliminate pressure signal distortion
caused by signal transmission through vinyl tubes.
4. Compare wind-induced pressure acting on balcony front panel with that acting on
building façade.
5. Analyze the impact of the presence of balcony on the wind-induced pressure on building
façade.
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
With the developing trend of high-rise buildings, wind has become an important factor that
governs the building design. This makes studying the wind pressure distribution on the surface of
high-rise buildings more important than before. Field measurement was used to study wind load
distribution on building façade and vibration of existing buildings under in-service performance
under wind load (Eaton & Mayne, 1974; Levitan & Mehta, 1992a, 1992b; Richardson et al., 1990).
However, field measurement could not be used to predict wind load for uncompleted structures,
and it is more expensive than wind tunnel test. Wind tunnel test has therefore become a popular
choice not only because of its relatively accurate simulation results but also the provision of data
to predict the local wind pressure of buildings in the design stage (Baines, 1963; Cheung, 1984).
To reduce the size and simplify models used in wind tunnel test, the architectural details, especially
those on the external surfaces, are often ignored in the design of wind tunnel testing models. For
example, cube-shaped or scaled architectural models have been used in many wind tunnel tests to
determine wind-induced pressure of buildings, though many buildings may have more complicated
shapes as Figure 2.1 showed (Maruta et al., 1998; Ramponi et al., 2014). However, the external
surfaces of buildings are not always smooth. For instance, balconies are a common type of surface
element of buildings. Though the size of these outer structures is small compared to an entire
building, their influence on wind field around the building cannot be totally neglected, but very
few studies are available to determine how the presence of balconies would affect wind pressure
distribution on the surface of buildings (Ludena et al., 2017; Mans & Rofail, 2003).
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Figure 2.1 Building with smooth façade (left) and rough façade (right) (Maruta, Kanda, & Sato,
1998)
This chapter reviews some key factors related to the prediction of the wind-induced surface
pressure distribution of buildings mentioned in earlier studies: a) existing studies on wind-induced
pressure on buildings through experimental approaches; b) corresponding clauses in building
codes of various countries and regions.
2.1 Existing studies related to wind effects on buildings
2.1.1 Wind effects on different types of buildings
In general, buildings are classified based on the ratio between height and width as low-rise,
cube-shaped, and high-rise buildings.
Low-rise building is defined as the building whose height is smaller than its width.
Stathopoulos et al. (1979) studied the distribution of wind-induced pressure coefficient on walls
and roofs of low-rise buildings by wind tunnel tests. They indicated that many different factors,
including terrain roughness, geometric scale, gust speed, and dynamic loads, could influence the
wind-induced pressure coefficients on both walls and roofs. Uematsu and Isyumov (1999) verified
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the validity of the gust load factor (GLF) approach on the determination of peak wind load for
cladding design for the low-rise building, which provided a reference for updating cladding design
in the building code.
Cube-shaped building, whose height is equal to the width, is considered as a special
configuration because it combines the mechanic characteristics of both low-rise and high-rise
buildings. For the building having a height-width ratio around 1, the wind flow tends to intensively
go not only around the two sides of the building but also over the roof of the building. This would
further introduce wind lift effect on the model, which is normally demonstrated as vertical suction
on the entire model. Hölscher and Niemann (1998) studied the difference between wind field
around a cube-shaped scale model in the wind tunnel and that around its full-scale model in the
field measurement and evaluated the reliability of the wind tunnel test results. They stated that
appropriate scale is essential to obtain correct measurement results in the wind tunnel. Richards et
al. (2007) reported a wind tunnel test for a 6-meter Silsoe cube with a model scale of 1:40 at the
University of Auckland. They indicated the correct simulation of the wind turbulence spectra was
as important as the mean wind speed profile in atmospheric boundary layer simulation in the wind
tunnel because the turbulence spectra would significantly affect the peak pressure.
High-rise buildings have boosted in the metropolis due to the rapid development of
construction technology and materials, and the growing demand for accommodating the increasing
population. For the high-rise building design, the effect of wind loads on the high-rise building
needs to be assessed before the construction. In the current research method of wind engineering,
wind tunnel test is the most common and effective method to study wind effect on high-rise
building. Zhang and Gu (2008) studied how location would affect wind-induced pressure
coefficients at the same height of a high-rise building by installing the same number of pressure
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taps at different locations at the same building height. Findings showed that dramatic variation of
wind pressure usually occurred at the edge of the building. Irwin et al. (1998) investigated how the
construction of a future high-rise building adjacent to an isolated existing high-rise building would
influence wind-induced pressure on the façade of the existing building. It was found that the impact
of the future building on the cladding pressure of the existing building should be considered.
2.1.2 Wind effects on building cladding and components
While there were numerous studies related to wind loads on the building, the majority of these
studies focused on simple building geometries with smooth façade and ignored the detailed
architectural features on the façade. However, buildings are usually equipped with architectural
ornament strips, sun shades, balconies, and other attachments on the building surface. These
elements have an impact on the wind field in the building surroundings and then further affect the
distribution of wind-induced pressures on the building surface and thus the wind load on the highrise buildings (Qin, 2017).
Mans and Rofail (2003) categorized different types of balcony guards according to balcony
configurations and building dimensions in studying the wind-induced effect on these balcony
guards. They found that the peak wind-induced pressure of balcony guards always occurred on the
balcony surface at the top layer of a building and the wind-induced peak pressure coefficient was
up to +1.8. In a subsequent study (Mans & Rofail, 2012), they also indicated that these balcony
guards, both the isolated type and the continuous type (as shown in Figure 2.2), not only sheltered
the building façade from the wind field but also decreased wind-induced pressure in both positive
and negative pressure coefficients by approximately 50%.
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Figure 2.2 Photographs of the test model in the wind tunnel; (a) Isolated balcony with slab only,
(b) Continuous balcony with slab only, (c) Isolated balcony with balustrade, (d) Continuous
balcony with balustrades (Mans & Rofail, 2003)
In 1970s, Leutheusser (1970) firstly conducted several wind tunnel studies on building
models with different architectural attachments such as roof parapets and mullions. The local
effects of mullions spaced at multiple intervals on wind-induced pressures in a two-dimensional
uniform flow was the primary objective in this experiment. The overall trend showed that the mean
wind-induced pressures in the cases of with and without mullions did not change significantly in
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most of the wind directions (Leutheusser, 1970). However, when wind flow was normal to the
front of the building, adding mullions would reduce the pressure at the building corner and side
wall (Leutheusser, 1970). This wind pressure reduction would increase as the number of mullions
increases (Leutheusser, 1970).
Stathopoulos and Zhu (1988) studied the influences of surface roughness, such as mullions
and balconies, on the wind characteristic of a high-rise building with appurtenances in different
wind directions by conducting wind tunnel tests (as shown in Figure 2.3). They found that the
presence of both uniform roughness and balconies on the windward side of building façade would
slightly reduce both pressure and suction in most locations of the windward wall. However, there
were exceptions that suction was slightly increased at two edges of the building. Besides, after
comparing experimental results in the wind tunnel test with the requirements in both the National
Building Code of Canada (National Research Council of Canada, 1985) and the American
Standard (American National Standards Institute [ANSI], 1982), some recommendations were
proposed for wind design of building cladding. It was indicated that the suction coefficients on the
edge of the windward wall might need to be increased for buildings with surface roughness.
Furthermore, the improper simulation of surface roughness in the wind tunnel tests might result in
misleading information.
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Figure 2.3 Types of balcony tested (Stathopoulos & Zhu, 1988)
Based on wind tunnel test results, Chand et al. (1998) discussed the distribution of windinduced pressure on the surface of a four-story low-rise building with isolated balconies (Figure
2.4). The wind tunnel test results showed that the layout of balconies on the windward wall would
not influence the wind-induced pressure distribution on the leeward wall. In the normal flow case,
the wind-induced pressure coefficient would slightly decrease at the bottom and the top of the
building surface compared to the smooth surface case, but it would increase at the middle and near
the upper part of the building surface. When the wind was oblique, the presence of balconies would
lead to an increase in the wind-induced pressure coefficients at the middle and top of the building
surface and a reduction at the bottom of the building surface.
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Figure 2.4 Balcony layout and locations of pressure taps in the model (Chand et al., 1998)
Using wind tunnel tests, Maruta et al. (1998) systematically investigated the characteristics
of the wind load acting on high-rise buildings with surface roughness. With regard to the influence
of the size of the surface roughness on the wind load characteristics of buildings, six roughness
configurations were examined, with each stood for a specific ratio of the roughness depth to the
building width, k/D, as shown in Figure 2.5. They included the uniform roughness of building
envelope with the texture simulated by sandpaper (Type A), three different sizes of balconies
without mullions (Type B1-B3), balconies with mullions (Type C), and smooth surface buildings.
Results showed that the increase of surface roughness marginally affected the maximum windinduced pressure coefficient but reduced the minimum and the mean square root of wind-induced
pressure coefficient on the windward wall. It was indicated that the increase of surface roughness
resulted in the wind-induced pressure reduction. In addition, more remarkable reduction of wind13

induced pressure was found at edges of the side walls as surface roughness increases.

Figure 2.5 Configuration of models and surface roughness (Maruta, Kanda, & Sato, 1998)
Shen et al. (2013) studied the wind load on torsion shaped high-rise buildings with outer
ornament structures and examined the influence of these secondary structures on the wind-induced
surface pressure distribution of the main building structure in the wind tunnel (Figure 2.6). Results
showed that the presence of ornament structures did not have a considerable influence on the mean
square root of the wind-induced pressure coefficient of the windward and the leeward walls of the
main building structure, but those on the side walls were distinctly decreased. Also, this kind of
outer ornament structure was found to be beneficial to the wind resistance design of the building
envelope because the wind-induced peak pressure coefficients was found to decrease on each wall
of the building.
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(a) Building with ornament structures

(b) Building without ornament structures

Figure 2.6 Torsion shaped high-rise building (Shen et al., 2013)
Ludena et al. (2017) explored the influence of balconies on wind pressures of residential
buildings and the wind pressures on balcony guards (Figure 2.7). The presence of balconies was
found to significantly affect the wind flow and pressure distribution along the building wall.
Compared to the smooth surface case, the reduction of the wind-induced negative peak pressure
coefficient indicated the shielding function of the balcony to the building wall. Based on these
results, it was also suggested that when designing buildings with balconies, wind-induced pressure
coefficient predicted by codes and standards should be used with caution. However, how to
improve the wind-induced pressure coefficient for design in codes and standards has not been
clearly stated.
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(a) Building with smooth façade

(b) Building with balconies

Figure 2.7 1:25 scale building models in Wall of Wind, Florida International University (Ludena
et al., 2017)
Yuan et al. (2018) discussed the effect of 21 appurtenance configurations on the wind-induced
peak local pressure of a high-rise building through series of wind tunnel tests (Figure 2.8). Results
showed that although the presence of appurtenances slightly affected the magnitude of the
maximum wind-induced peak pressure coefficient on the windward wall, the locations where the
maximum wind-induced peak pressure coefficient occurred were changed considerably. Also, the
area with large positive peak pressure coefficient (larger than 1.8) was reduced by increasing the
vertical distance between the appurtenance plates. It was observed that the unfavourable wind
directions of wind-induced negative peak pressures were between 0˚ and 15˚ (closer to 0˚).
Meanwhile, the variations of wind-induced negative peak pressures on all side walls were limited
by the appurtenances.
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Figure 2.8 Wind tunnel setup and models (Yuan et al., 2018)
2.2 Building codes
Many countries have their own building code providing information about wind resistance
design, which is normally adopted in the structure design of low-rise buildings. Different factors
and empirical formulas are used in building code in different countries, expressing different
concerns about wind design. Although these empirical formulas are typically applicable to lowrise buildings, they can also provide reference in the design of more complicated and/or high-rise
buildings. These codes include a) National Building Code of Canada 2015 (NBCC 2015); b)
SEI/ASCE 7-02 (Second edition) “Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures” in
the USA; c) AIJ-2019: AIJ Recommendations for Loads on Building (2015) in Japan; d) EN 19911-4 (2005): Eurocodes 1: Actions on structures Part 1-4: General actions - Wind actions in Europe;
and e) GB50009-2012: Load Code for the Design of Building Structures in China. The approaches
of estimating wind load acting on building balcony guards in these codes will be reviewed in this
section.
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2.2.1 National Building Code of Canada 2015 (NBCC 2015)
National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) is a Canadian model building code. It is
developed by the Canadian Commission on Building and Fire Codes and released by the National
Research Council of Canada. NBCC provides technical regulations for the design and construction
of new buildings in Canada. It is revised and updated every five years. The current edition was
published in 2015, namely NBCC 2015.
In the previous versions of NBCC, such as the 2010 edition, the balcony guard was not
considered as a particular building component, and no guidelines were provided for determining
wind load acting on it. A common practice in the past is to treat the balcony as a cladding
component and use the design formula for cladding to calculate the design wind load acting on it.
For example, based on clause 4.1.7.3 in NBCC 2010 (National Research Council of Canada, 2010) ,
the specific external pressure or suction due to wind on part of or the entire building surface shall
be calculated by:
𝑝 = 𝐼𝑊 𝑞𝐶𝑒 𝐶𝑡 𝐶𝑔 𝐶𝑝

(2.1)

where p is the specified external wind pressure acting in a direction perpendicular to the surface,
which is defined as positive when pressure acts towards the surface, and negative when pressure
acts away from the surface; 𝐼𝑊 is the importance factor for wind load, which depends on the
importance of the building type; q is the reference velocity pressure based on the local
meteorological data; 𝐶𝑒 is the exposure factor depending on the reference height and the terrain
type; 𝐶𝑡 is the topographic factor used for correcting wind pressure if buildings are on hills or
escarpments; 𝐶𝑔 is the gust effect factor defined as the ratio between the maximum wind load and
the average wind load for simplifying the load amplification due to resonance; and 𝐶𝑝 is the windinduced pressure coefficient, which is defined as the ratio between the wind pressure produced on
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the surface of the building and the dynamic wind pressure at the reference height.
Since no guideline was available in the earlier versions of NBCC for determining the windinduced pressure coefficient of balcony guards, the wind-induced pressure coefficients for
cladding and secondary structural members were utilized for balcony guards wind load estimation.
According to clause 4.1.7.5 (4a) in NBCC 2010 (National Research Council of Canada, 2010),
“On walls, 𝐶𝑝 shall be taken as ±0.9, except that within a distance equal to the larger of 0.1D and
0.1W from a building corner, the negative value of 𝐶𝑝 shall be taken as –1.2”, where D is the
depth of the building; W is the width of the building. However, the actual wind load acting on the
balcony front panel does not match that predicted by the above approach (Ministry of Municipal
Affairs and Housing, 2012). In NBCC 2015, specific guidelines for the wind-induced pressure
coefficient for balcony guards were provided. According to clause 4.1.7.5 (5) in NBCC 2015
(National Research Council of Canada, 2015), “For the design of balcony guards, the internal
pressure coefficient, 𝐶𝑝𝑖 , shall be taken as zero and the value of 𝐶𝑝 shall be taken as ±0.9, except
that within a distance equal to the larger of 0.1W and 0.1D from a building corner, 𝐶𝑝 shall be
taken as ±1.2”. It filled up the gap of the wind design of such a common building component.
Nonetheless, no wind tunnel test or site measurement has been conducted to evaluate the accuracy
of this provision.
2.2.2 ASCE/SEI 7-16
ASCE/SEI 7-16 “Minimum Design Loads and Associated Criteria for Buildings and Other
Structures” is developed by the Structural Engineers Institute (SEI), a division of the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). It guides American architectural engineers in the assessment
of design loads and depicts the methods for identifying different types of loads caused by self19

weight, ground condition, human activity, natural factors such as snow and wind, and even natural
disasters such as flood, tsunami, atmospheric ice, earthquake, the combination of which is used in
general structural design.
ASCE/SEI 7-16 standard offers a detailed guideline for the wind-induced pressure coefficient
of the cladding layer at different heights, in different zones and areas of a rectangular building.
However, it is lack of provision concerning the wind load design value for the rough elements on
the building surface, including balcony guardrails. According to clause 30.1.1 in ASCE/SEI 7-16,
the calculations of wind load on building components and cladding are classified into two
categories based on the building height ℎ : a) low-rise buildings and buildings with
h ≤ 60 ft (18.3 m); and b) buildings with h > 60 ft (18.3 m) (American Society of Civil Engineers
[ASCE], 2016). For the convenience of description, they will be referred respectively as category
A and category B. According to the clause 30.3.2 in ASCE/SEI 7-16, the design wind pressures of
building components and cladding for category A shall be determined by:
𝑝 = 𝑞ℎ [(𝐺𝐶𝑃 ) − (𝐺𝐶𝑝𝑖 )]

(2.2)

whereas the design wind pressures of building components and cladding for category B shall be
determined according to clause 30.5.2 in ASCE/SEI 7-16:
𝑝 = 𝑞(𝐺𝐶𝑃 ) − 𝑞𝑖 (𝐺𝐶𝑝𝑖 )

(2.3)

where 𝑞ℎ is the wind pressure estimated at the average roof height h; 𝐺 is the gust factor; 𝐶𝑝 is
the external wind-induced pressure coefficient; 𝐶𝑝𝑖 is the internal pressure coefficient; 𝑞 equals
to 𝑞𝑧 for windward walls estimated at height z above the ground, or equals to 𝑞ℎ for leeward
walls, side walls, and roofs, estimated at height h; 𝑞𝑖 equals to 𝑞ℎ for windward walls, side walls,
leeward walls, and roofs of enclosed buildings, and negative internal pressure evaluation in
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partially enclosed buildings, or equals to 𝑞𝑧 for positive internal pressure evaluation in partially
enclosed buildings.
Figure 30.3-1 and Figure 30.5-1 in ASCE/SEI 7-16 provide the external wind-induced
pressure coefficient for building components and cladding in category A and category B
respectively (American Society of Civil Engineers [ASCE], 2016). The external wind-induced
pressure coefficient of windward walls ranges from +1.0 to +0.7 for buildings in category A and
from +0.9 to +0.6 for those in category B.
2.2.3 AIJ-2019: AIJ Recommendations for Loads on Building (2015)
AIJ-2019 is the English edition of the latest version of the Japanese national building code
issued in 2015, named as “AIJ Recommendations for Loads on Building (2015)”. It is applied to
the load estimations for general buildings and simple structures or the parts thereof. The estimated
load can be used for structural design and structural performance evaluation of buildings and their
components.
The assessment method for wind load on cladding structure is described in AIJ-2019, but
specific consideration for balcony guards is not available. The common practice is to treat the
balcony as a cladding structure and to design the balcony based on the wind load calculation of a
cladding structure. The calculation of wind load for the design of components/cladding shall be
determined based on Eq. (6.6) in clause 6.4.2, Eq. (A6.1) in clause A6.1.1, Eq. (A6.2) in clause
A6.1.2, and Eq. (A6.15) in clause A6.2.1 (3) (Architectural Institute of Japan [AIJ], 2015), i.e.:
𝑊𝑐 = 𝑞𝐻 𝐶̂𝐶 𝐴𝐶

(2.4)

1
𝑞𝐻 = 𝜌𝑈𝐻2
2

(2.5)

𝑈𝐻 = 𝑈0 𝐾𝐷 𝐸𝐻 𝐾𝑟𝑤

(2.6)
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∗
𝐶̂𝐶 = 𝐶̂𝑝𝑒 − 𝐶̂𝑝𝑖

(2.7)

where 𝑊𝑐 is the design wind load on the cladding in “N ”; 𝑞𝐻 is the design wind pressure in
“N/m2 ”; 𝜌 is the air density in “kg/m2”, which is assumed to be 1.22 kg/m2; 𝑈0 is the basic
wind velocity in “m/s 2 ”, which is defined as the average 10-minute wind speed in a 100-year
return period at a height of 10 m above an empty flat ground; 𝐾𝐷 is the wind direction factor; 𝐸𝐻
is the wind velocity profile factor at height H, in “m”; 𝐾𝑟𝑤 is the return period conversion factor;
𝐴𝐶 is the tributary area of cladding in “m2 ”; 𝐶̂𝐶 is the peak wind force coefficient; 𝐶̂𝑝𝑒 is the
∗
external wind-induced peak pressure coefficient for cladding and components; and 𝐶̂𝑝𝑖
is the

coefficient accounting for the effect of the internal pressure fluctuation for cladding and
components which always equals to 0 or -0.5.
The external wind-induced peak pressure coefficients for components and cladding of
buildings with a rectangular plan, which was developed by AIJ (2015), is given by the formulas in
clauses A6.2.1 (2) and A6.1.8 (1), as well as parameters in Tables A6.3 and A6.8 in AIJ (2015):
𝐶̂𝑝𝑒 = 𝑘𝑧 (1 + 7𝐼𝑍 )

(2.8)

𝐼𝑍 = 𝑓(𝐼𝑟𝑍 , 𝐸𝑔𝐼 )

(2.9)

𝑘𝑧 = 𝑓(𝑍, 𝑍𝑏 , ℎ, 𝛼, 𝐵, 𝐷, ℎ)

(2.10)

where 𝑘𝑧 is the factor for wind velocity profile; 𝐼𝑍 is the turbulence intensity at height Z in “m”;
𝐼𝑟𝑍 is the turbulence intensity at height Z depending on terrain type; 𝐸𝑔𝐼 is the topography factor;
𝐵 is the building width in “m”; 𝐷 is the building depth in “m”; ℎ is the reference height in “m”;
𝑍 is the height above ground in “m”; 𝑍𝑏 and 𝑍𝐺 are the exposure factors defined in Table A6.3
in AIJ (2015); and 𝛼 is the power exponent, which is related to the terrain condition.
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2.2.4 EN 1991-1-4 (2005): Eurocodes 1: Actions on structures Part 1-4: General actions Wind actions
Eurocodes 1: Actions on structures Part 1-4: General actions - Wind actions (EN 1991-1-4
[2005]) is a subordinate provision in the European Standard, as known as ‘Structural Eurocode’.
It was developed under the coordination and guidance of the European Committee for
Standardization Technical Committee 250 (CEN/TC250). In the Eurocode series of European
standards (EN) related to construction, guidelines on the determination of random wind actions for
the structural design of the buildings and works in civil engineering for each of the loaded areas
under consideration were provided by EN 1991-1-4 (2005). It includes the whole structure and
elements attached to the structure, such as cladding units and their fixings, as well as safety and
noise barriers.
Although it is not indicated particularly in the Eurocodes how to determine wind-induced
pressure coefficient for balconies, the approach used to predict the wind- induced pressure
coefficient for small size cladding and component structures can be approximately utilized for this
purpose. The calculations of wind pressure for cladding, fixing and structural parts are explained
in section 7 in EN 1991-1-4 (2005), which can be used for the wind load assessment of balcony
guardrails. The external wind-induced surface pressure coefficient for design may vary as the
loaded area of building components and cladding changes. The wind pressure acting on the
external surface of cladding, fixing and structural parts should be predicted based on Eq. (5.1) in
clause 5.2 (1) (EN 1991-1-4, 2005):
𝑤𝑒 = 𝑞𝑝 (𝑧𝑒 ) ∙ 𝑐𝑝𝑒
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(2.11)

where 𝑤𝑒 is the wind pressure acting on the external surface, 𝑞𝑝 is the peak wind pressure, 𝑧𝑒
is the reference height for the external wind-induced pressure, and 𝑐𝑝𝑒 is the wind-induced
pressure coefficient.
The recommended values of wind-induced pressure coefficients in different zones on vertical
walls of rectangular buildings are listed in Table 2.1. Table 2.1 classifies the zones into A, B, C, D
and E, which respectively represent the corner of the side wall near the windward side, the middle
area of the side wall, the corner of the side wall near the leeward side, the windward wall and the
leeward side. ℎ is the height of the structure and 𝑑 is the depth of the structure. 𝑐𝑝𝑒,1 is the
wind-induced pressure coefficient for the design of small elements with the average area of 1 𝑚2
or less, such as cladding, whereas 𝑐𝑝𝑒,10 is for the design of the overall load-bearing structure of
buildings.
Table 2.1 Recommended values of wind-induced pressure coefficients for vertical walls of
rectangular plan buildings based on Table 7.1 in EN 1991-1-4 (2005)
Zone

A

B

C

D

E

ℎ/𝑑

𝑐𝑝𝑒,10

𝑐𝑝𝑒,1

𝑐𝑝𝑒,10

𝑐𝑝𝑒,1

𝑐𝑝𝑒,10 𝑐𝑝𝑒,1 𝑐𝑝𝑒,10 𝑐𝑝𝑒,1 𝑐𝑝𝑒,10 𝑐𝑝𝑒,1

5

-1.2

-1.4

-0.8

-1.1

-0.5

+0.8

+1.0

-0.7

1

-1.2

-1.4

-0.8

-1.1

-0.5

+0.8

+1.0

-0.5

<0.25

-1.2

-1.4

-0.8

-1.1

-0.5

+0.7

+1.0

-0.3

2.2.5 GB50009-2012: Load Code for the Design of Building Structures
“Load Code for the Design of Building Structures,” numbered as GB50009-2012, is the
national standard in China for guiding structural design. It has been implemented since October 1,
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2012. This code is revised by the Chinese Academy of Building Sciences based on the original
standard. The revision was made by summarizing years of design experience, referring to
international standards, and collecting the opinions of construction authorities nationwide.
The prediction of wind load acting on the balcony is only referenced in the provision
commentary of the code. It is stated in clause 8.3.3 that “Generally, the distribution of wind
pressure acting on the building façade is not uniform, local wind pressure at corner, eave, edge,
and attachment (overhanging structure such as balcony and awning) shall be greater than average
wind pressure calculated by Table 8.3.1 in GB50009-2012” (National Standards Committee, 2012).
However, there are still no specific guidelines about how to determine the wind load acting on the
balcony. In practice, it is assumed that the wind load acting on the surface of a balcony is the same
as that on cladding and other components, but an amplification factor of 1.25 was suggested
(National Standards Committee, 2012). In GB50009-2012, the calculation of wind load is
classified into that acting on the main structure and on the cladding structure. The wind load
calculation for the cladding structure is given by Eq. (8.1.1-2) in clause 8.1.1.2 (National Standards
Committee, 2012):
𝑤𝑘 = 𝛽𝑔𝑧 𝜇𝑠𝑙 𝜇𝑧 𝑤0

(2.12)

where 𝑤𝑘 is the design value of wind pressure in “kN/m2 ”; 𝛽𝑔𝑧 is the gust factor at the height
z; 𝜇𝑠𝑙 is the local shape factor, which shall be +1.0 for the windward wall of the enclosed building
with a rectangular plan based on Table 8.3.3 in GB50009-2012; 𝜇𝑧 is the wind pressure height
factor at the height z; and 𝑤0 is the basic wind pressure in “kN/m2”.
The wind-induced pressure coefficients for cladding and components of rectangular buildings
in various codes developed by different countries and regions reviewed earlier are summarized in
Table 2.2, of which these recommended values of wind-induced pressure coefficients are
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categorized according to locations on the façade of a rectangular building. In general, the
recommended values of wind-induced pressure coefficients in various codes developed by
different countries and regions are consistent except those in AIJ-2019, which showed a more
considerable difference from other codes in all classifications. The wind-induced pressure
coefficients on the windward and leeward walls in AIJ-2019 are calculated based on more detailed
surrounding conditions such as height, terrain, and turbulence intensity. For example, the
discrepancies of the recommended wind-induced pressure coefficients of the side wall and the
corner between AIJ-2019 and other codes are sizeable.
2.2.6 Summary
It should be noted that in all the codes reviewed above, the balcony is not considered
specifically. It is normally classified as cladding and components except in the latest version of
NBCC, i.e. NBCC 2015. Therefore, when predicting design wind load for balconies, these
recommended values of wind-induced pressure coefficient need to be further verified through wind
tunnel test or Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation. Meanwhile, it is recommended to
conduct wind tunnel test to determine the specific design value of wind-induced pressure
coefficient on the building components and claddings which are not listed in these codes
(American Society of Civil Engineers [ASCE], 2016; Architectural Institute of Japan [AIJ], 2015;
EN 1991-1-4, 2005; National Research Council of Canada, 2015; National Standards Committee,
2012).
It is notable in Table 2.2 that the wind-induced pressure coefficients adopted in different
building codes are similar only for windward wall, but are not consistent for side wall and leeward
wall. This is mainly due to specific geographic features and climate features in different countries
and regions. This comparison indicates that, for achieving a more accurate structural design,
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especially for those structures with high importance, using wind tunnel tests to determine their
wind-induced pressure coefficients is necessary.

Table 2.2 Comparison of wind-induced pressure coefficients of the claddings in rectangular
buildings in building codes developed by different countries and regions
ASCE/SEI 7-16

GB50009-

AIJ-

NBCC-

EN1991-

2012

2019

h<18.3m

h>18.3m

2015

1-4-2005

Side wall

-1.0

-2.4

-1.0

-0.9

-1.2

-1.1

Corner

-1.4

-3.0

-1.3

-1.8

-1.2

-1.4

+1.0

+0.9

+0.9

+1.0

-1.0

-0.9

-0.9

-0.7

Location

Windward
+1.0
wall

Based
on h

Leeward
-0.6
wall
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this chapter, the general information about the wind tunnel at the University of Windsor,
the wind tunnel testing model design and fabrication, and the instrumentations used in this
experimental study will be provided.
3.1 Wind tunnel laboratory at the University of Windsor
The current wind tunnel study is conducted at the open-loop low-speed boundary layer wind
tunnel at the University of Windsor, as shown in Figure 3.1. This suction type wind tunnel is for
researches and studies of wind-related civil and environmental issues. The total length of the wind
tunnel is 17.6 meters. The test section has a cross-sectional dimension of 1.82 meters (height) by
1.82 meters (width). A turn table, 1.5 meters in diameter, locates in the test section, which allows
models to be tested under different wind directions. A 7-blade axial-flow fan with a diameter of
1.7 meters is driven by a 60 horsepower AC motor to generate a maximum wind speed of 15 m/s.

Figure 3.1 Open-loop boundary layer wind tunnel at the University of Windsor
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3.2 Wind tunnel testing model design and fabrication
3.2.1 Static model and dynamic model
Two types of wind tunnel testing models are used depending on the nature of the test. Static
model is designed and used for collecting wind-induced surface pressure and measuring static
wind load. Only the geometric similarity between the model and the prototype structure needs to
be considered in the model design. On the other hand, the dynamic model is often used to study
the wind-induced structural response. Therefore, not only the geometric similarity between the
model and the prototype structure, but also the similarity of dynamic characteristics between the
two needs to be considered.
In the current study, the balcony guardrail belongs to the cladding structure. Thus, static
model will be designed for wind tunnel test to measure its wind-induced surface pressure.
3.2.2 Typical dimensions of prototype building balconies
Two different scale models, one for the scenario of an isolated balcony layout, and the other
with the continuous balcony layout, are designed and fabricated for the proposed wind tunnel study.
They represent typical architectural forms of balconies in modern high-rise buildings.
When designing the wind tunnel testing model, we should not only consider the studied
balcony itself but also the neighbouring ones for a more accurate simulation of the surrounding
flow field. Given the blockage ratio requirement in the wind tunnel test, to ensure the studied
balcony has a sufficient model size, the neighbouring balconies are represented only partially in
the testing model. Therefore, in the case of the isolated balcony, the testing model is designed to
include a total of nine isolated balconies. i.e. the studied one and its eight surrounding neighbours.
The very central unit, which is at full height and full width, is the studied one, and the other eight
surrounding balconies are partial in height and/or width. Whereas in the case of the continuous
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type balcony, the testing model contains one layer of a full-height studied balcony and two layers
of partial height balconies, of which each layer contains 3-units. The scope of the isolated balcony
model and the continuous balcony model are shown respectively in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 in white.
The typical dimensions of these two types of balconies in full scale are given in Figures 3.4 and
3.5.

Figure 3.2 Schematics of the scope of the isolated balcony model (shown in white)

Figure 3.3 Schematics of the scope of the continuous balcony model (shown in white)
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(a) elevation view

(b) side view
Figure 3.4 Sketch of an isolated prototype balcony
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(a) elevation view

(b) side view
Figure 3.5 Sketch of a continuous prototype balcony
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3.2.3 Dimensions of wind tunnel testing model
When designing a static model, the length scale, 𝜆𝐿 , should be selected first. It is defined as:
𝜆𝐿 =

𝑙𝑚
𝑙𝑝

(3.1)

where 𝑙𝑝 is the characteristic dimension of the prototype, and 𝑙𝑚 is the corresponding
characteristic dimension of the model.
The length scale should be selected to satisfy the blockage ratio requirement. The blockage
ratio, which is defined as the ratio between the area of the model projection in the windward
direction and the cross-sectional area of the wind tunnel test section for the wind tunnel testing,
should not exceed 5%. Otherwise, corrections need to be applied to the testing results (American
Society of Civil Engineers, 2002; Architectural Institute of Japan, 2015).
In the current study, according to the cross-sectional dimension of the wind tunnel test section,
which is 1.82 m in height and 1.82 m in width, the maximum allowable projected area of the model
is determined to be:
1.82 × 1.82 × 5% = 0.16562 m2

(3.2)

A full size single isolated balcony is 5 m in length, 1.3 m in height and 2.1 m in depth. The
dimension of the part that will be included in the isolated balcony model design (shown in white
in Figure 3.8) is 14 m in length and 5.44 m in height. Therefore, the full-size area of the part
considered in the model design is:
5.44 × 14 = 76.16 m2
The maximum allowable length scale is thus:
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(3.3)

0.16562
√
= 1/21.44
76.16

(3.4)

In the current study, the selected length scale is 1/25. Based on this selected length scale, in
the case of the isolated balcony type, the dimension of a single isolated model balcony is 56 cm in
length, 21.76 cm in height and 7.2 cm in depth; whereas the dimensions of the full wind tunnel
testing model are 20 cm in length, 4.4 cm in height and 7.2 cm in depth. The net horizontal spacing
between the exterior surface of the side panel walls of the two adjacent balconies is 12 cm, and the
vertical distance from the top floor surface of the lower balcony to the bottom floor surface of the
upper balcony is 12 cm.
However, when it comes to scaling down the neighbouring balconies, the selected length scale,
1/25, would make the partial upper balcony more like a sun shield, whereas the partial lower
balcony more like a rectangular frame. Thus, it was decided to increase the height of the model
back wall to 24.96 cm to allow including more of the upper and lower neighbouring balconies to
better simulate the surrounding flow field of the studied balcony. Since this problem was noticed
after the length scale has been determined, it was decided to keep the length scale remain at 1/25
while only increase the height of the scaled back wall, and thus the height of the included upper
and lower neighbouring balconies. The blockage ratio is thus changed to
0.56 × 0.2496
= 4.2% < 5%
1.82 × 1.82

(3.5)

Thus, the revised dimension of the back wall is acceptable.
In the architectural design of the balcony front and side panels, some extend fully to the
balcony floor, whereas some leave a gap between the floor for air circulation. This gap, though
typically is only 0.075 m in full-size balconies, could change the flow field around a balcony and
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thus affect the wind load acting on it. Originally, according to the length scale of 1/25, the scale
gap should have a size of 3 mm. However, this would cause the front and side panels of the
balconies in the top layer to disappear since the height of the model is not large enough to include
at least half of the balcony with a gap. In order for the model to be able to accommodate both the
with and without gap cases in the current study, a 1.5 mm gap is used between the bottom of the
front and side panels of the balconies and their respective floor panels. When testing the without
gap case, tape will be used to seal the gap.
The detailed dimensions of the scale models are shown in Figures 3.6 to 3.9 and Tables 3.1
to 3.2.

Figure 3.6 Front view of the isolated balcony model
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Figure 3.7 Side view of the isolated balcony model

Figure 3.8 Front view of the continuous balcony model
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Figure 3.9 Side view of the continuous balcony model
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Table 3.1 Dimensions of the isolated balcony model
Length

Height

Depth

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

Studied balcony (center)

200

53.5

71.88

Partial neighboring balcony (up)

200

23

71.88

Partial neighboring balcony (down)

200

23

71.88

Partial neighboring balcony (left)

60

53.5

71.88

Partial neighboring balcony (right)

60

53.5

71.88

Partial neighboring balcony (up-left)

60

23

71.88

Partial neighboring balcony (up-right)

60

23

71.88

Partial neighboring balcony (down-left)

60

23

71.88

Partial neighboring balcony (down-right)

60

23

71.88

Back wall plate

560

250

11.11

Horizontal spacing between balconies

120

-

-

Vertical spacing between 2nd and 3rd layers

-

74.3

-

Vertical spacing between 1st and 2nd layers

-

75.8

-

Part
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Table 3.2 Dimensions of the continuous balcony model
Length

Height

Depth

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

Studied balcony (center)

240

53.5

71.88

Partial neighboring balcony (up)

240

23

71.88

Partial neighboring balcony (down)

240

23

71.88

Partial neighboring balcony (left)

160

53.5

71.88

Partial neighboring balcony (right)

160

53.5

71.88

Partial neighboring balcony (up-left)

160

23

71.88

Partial neighboring balcony (up-right)

160

23

71.88

Partial neighboring balcony (down-left)

160

23

71.88

Partial neighboring balcony (down-right)

160

23

71.88

Back wall plate

560

250

11.11

Vertical spacing between 2nd and 3rd stories

-

74.3

-

Vertical spacing between 1st and 2nd stories

-

75.8

-

First story balcony (whole)

560

23

71.88

Second story balcony (whole)

560

53.5

71.88

Third story balcony (whole)

560

23

71.88

Part

The scale model in the current study is a bluff body, of which flow separation is not sensitive
to the Reynolds number. Thus, the same requirement of keeping the Reynolds number as the
prototype during wind tunnel test is not critical.
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The selection of the velocity scale 𝜆𝑣 depends mainly on the maximum achievable wind
velocity in the wind tunnel and the maximum wind velocity recorded in the historical
meteorological data on site.
𝜆𝑣 =

𝑣𝑚
𝑣𝑝

(3.6)

where 𝑣𝑚 is the wind velocity at the reference height in the wind tunnel test, and 𝑣𝑝 is the
maximum wind velocity in the full scale.
In the current project, we choose the Toronto Metropolitan Region as the sample building site.
According to NBCC 2015 (National Research Council of Canada, 2015), the hourly wind pressure
of a return period of 50 years is 𝑝𝑓,50 = 0.44 kPa, which corresponds to a full-scale design wind
speed with a return period of 50 years as
2 × 𝑝𝑓,50
2 × 440
𝑈𝑓,50 = √
=√
= 26.09 m/s
𝜌𝑎𝑖𝑟
1.2929

(3.7)

Based on this, a velocity scale, 𝜆𝑣 , is chosen to be 1/2 to allow the maximum wind tunnel speed
of 15 m/s to be corresponding to a full-scale wind speed of 30 m/s and thus cover 𝑈𝑓,50 = 26.1 m/s
(or 𝑈𝑚,50 = 13 m/s) within the capacity of the testing facility.
The time scale 𝜆 𝑇 is determined based on the length scale 𝜆𝐿 and the velocity scale 𝜆𝑣 of
the model:
𝜆𝑇 =

𝜆𝐿
𝜆𝑣

(3.8)

Based on the selected length scale and velocity scale, the time scale used in the current test
would be
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𝜆𝑇 =

𝜆𝐿 1⁄25
1
=
=
𝜆𝑉
1⁄2
12.5

(3.9)

which leads to a sampling time of 288 seconds in the wind tunnel tests to be equivalent to one hour
in full scale.
3.2.4 Model fabrication
The models used in the current wind tunnel study are made of acrylic, a transparent
thermoplastic material that is often used as a lightweight or shatter-resistant alternative to glass in
the form of a sheet. The fabricated isolated balcony model and continuous balcony model are
shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11, respectively.

(a) Overall view

(b) Close-up view

Figure 3.10 Isolated balcony model (𝜆𝐿 =1/25)
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(a) Overall view

(b) Close-up view

Figure 3.11 Continuous balcony model (𝜆𝐿 =1/25)
3.3 Instrumentations
The instrumentations used in the current wind tunnel study are shown in Figure 3.12. The
main devices, including the pressure scanning system, the pitot tube, and the data acquisition
system, are described in this section.

Figure 3.12 Schematic illustration of the wind tunnel instrumentations
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3.3.1 Pressure scanning system
The pressure scanning system consists of a pressure scanning module and some vinyl tubes
connecting the pressure scanning module with pressure taps. The pressure scanning module used
to measure the wind-induced surface pressure of the balcony model is the ZOC33/64 Px - Valveless
Electronic Pressure Scanning Module manufactured by the Scanivalve Corporation. It incorporates
64 individual silicon pressure sensors. It can accept up to 64 pneumatic inputs and convert them
to high-level electronic signals in 64 channels, respectively. The channels of output are selected
by a CMOS level binary address supplied by the data acquisition system. These pressure sensors
are grouped in eight packs, and each pack has eight sensors, as shown in Figure 3.13. In the current
test, the dynamic wind pressure acting on the model façade is measured through ZOC33/64 Px.
The data in each case are saved in a text file as a matrix, and the data in each column in the text
file are the surface pressure collected by an activated channel over the duration of sampling.

Figure 3.13 ZOC33/64 Px - Valveless Electronic Pressure Scanning Module
In this experiment, vinyl tubes, with the inner and outer diameters being respectively 1.02
mm and 1.78 mm, are used to connect the pressure taps to the sensors on the pressure scanner.
Each vinyl tube is 300 mm length in total. A short piece of stainless steel tube, with an outer
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diameter of 1.07 mm, is inserted into one end of the vinyl tube to secure the vinyl tube into the
pressure tap and also ensure the airtightness. The instrumented isolated balcony model is shown
in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14 Instrumented isolated balcony model
For the wind-induced pressure measurement, a total of 34 and 38 pressure taps are used
respectively for the isolated and the continuous balcony. As shown in Figures 3.14(b) and 3.15(b),
for the former, there are 18 taps on the balcony front panel (10 on the windward side and eight on
the leeward side), as well as another 16 on the back wall of the balcony. Whereas for the latter,
there are 26 taps on the balcony front panel (14 on the windward side and 12 on the leeward side),
as well as another 12 on the back wall of the balcony. These pressure taps are implanted from the
inside and backside of the model to avoid the interference of tubes on the wind field around the
balcony model. The pressure measured at the tap locations on the balcony panel is then integrated
over the respective tributary areas to obtain the wind load acting on the windward and the leeward
side of the balcony front panel. The net wind load acting on the balcony front panel is the net value
of these two. The pressure measured on the back wall is for reference purposes.
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3.3.2 Pitot tube
Pitot tube consists of two pressure tubes, which are the total pressure tube and the static
pressure tube. Each pressure tube has an inlet hole and an outlet hole. The total pressure is
measured from the total pressure hole which faces the incoming flow, and the static pressure is
measured from the static pressure hole which is on the side of the pitot tube, as shown in Figure
3.15. The relationship between the total pressure and the static pressure can be expressed by
Bernoulli’s equation, as shown in Eq. (3.10) (Batchelor, 1967). The Pitot tube used in the wind
tunnel is Dwyer® 160E-01. It is made of 304 stainless steel. The outside diameter of the tube is
0.79 cm, and the length of the depth indicator arm is 25.7 cm.
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 + 𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐

(3.10)

where 𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 is the static pressure of the flow, 𝑃𝑑𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑐 is the dynamic pressure of the flow, and
𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the total pressure of the flow.

Figure 3.15 Schematics of a pitot static tube
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In the wind tunnel, the pitot tube is installed below the ceiling upstream of the test section to
measure the dynamic pressure at the reference height without interfering the oncoming flow. The
dynamic pressure is then used to calculate the corresponding wind speed. The measurement of
pressure can be obtained in the unit of Pascal from the Dwyer differential pressure transducer, as
shown in Figure 3.17.

Pitot tube

Figure 3.16 Dwyer® 160E-01 pitot tube in the wind tunnel test section
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Figure 3.17 Dwyer differential pressure transducer
3.3.3 Data acquisition system
The data acquisition system, namely “National Instruments® cDAQ-9178”, is the main
device used for the pressure signal collection in the wind tunnel laboratory at the University of
Windsor. This system connects the ZOC 33/64 Px with a PC and converts the analog signal from
the ZOC 33/64 Px to the digital signal and transfer it to the PC through a USB port, as shown in
Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18 National Instruments® cDAQ-9178 data acquisition system
The operation of the data acquisition system (DAQ) is controlled by the software
“PressureScanner_v1.2.vi”, which is developed in the LabVIEW® environment. The normal
operations of the pressure measurement include the calibration of ZOC 33/64 Px and data
collection through ZOC 33/64 Px. The user interface of this DAQ software contains all the
functions in it. In the control panel, the parameters, including the sampling rate, the sampling time,
the output address, the name and the format of the signal files, can all be customized. Users can
click the channel number button as needed to activate specific channels or the “ALL ON” button
to activate all channels. The mean pressure sampled by a specific channel is shown in the box
below the channel number button in the unit of Pascal, and the signal time history is automatically
saved at the default output address after completing the measurement in each case.
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3.4 Experimental setup
3.4.1 Balcony model setup
Four types of balcony model setup, i.e. the isolated and continuous balcony models with and
without the instrumented balcony, as shown in Figures 3.19 (a) to (d), were adopted. The setups
for the isolated balcony model with and without the instrumented balcony are named setup “IA”
and setup “ID”, respectively, where “A” indicates “attached”, and “D” represents “detached”;
whereas those for the continuous balcony model with and without the instrumented balcony are
named setup “CA” and setup “CD”, respectively.
For setups “IA” and “CA”, the wind-induced surface pressure acting on the windward side
and the leeward side of the instrumented balcony front panel, as well as the balcony backwall will
be collected under different testing conditions. These data will be used to investigate the effect of
balcony type, balcony front panel configuration, wind speed and wind direction on the areaaveraged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient and wind-induced surface pressure
distribution of the balcony front panel and the balcony backwall. For setups “ID” and “CD”, the
wind-induced surface pressure acting on the backwall of the balcony model will be collected under
different testing conditions to compute the area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure
coefficients on the balcony backwall without the presence of the instrumented balcony. The current
practice of calculating wind load acting on balconies is to use building cladding wind pressure
provided in Part 4 of the NBCC 2015 (National Research Council of Canada, 2015) instead of any
specific guideline for the balcony design. In the current study, the purpose of adopting setups “ID”
and “CD” is to measure the wind-induced surface pressures acting on the balcony back wall, which
represent the pressure acting on the building façade. The area-averaged wind-induced surface
pressure coefficients on the balcony backwall of setups “ID” and “CD” will be compared with the
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area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficients on the windward side of the balcony
front panel of setups “IA” and “CA” to evaluate the rationale of the current design practice
recommended by NBCC 2015 (National Research Council of Canada, 2015).
Instrumented balcony attached

(a) Model setup “IA”
Instrumented balcony detached

(b) Model setup “ID”
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Instrumented balcony attached

(c) Model setup “CA”

Instrumented balcony detached

(d) Model setup “CD”
Figure 3.19 Four different setups of isolated and continuous balcony models in the wind tunnel
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3.4.2 Testing cases and ID
The testing conditions designed for the current wind tunnel study include:
•

balcony model setup (“IA”, “ID”, “CA”, and “CD”)

•

balcony front panel configuration (with a gap close to the balcony floor, without a gap)

•

wind speed (8 m/s, 10 m/s, and 13 m/s)

•

wind direction (0º, 22.5º, and 45º)

In the current study, the wind direction is defined as the angle between the streamwise wind
direction and the normal direction of the balcony front panel. Each case is repeated four times
(runs 1 to 4). The average will be taken to minimize experimental errors.
The testing case ID for setup “IA” and “CA” are named after Balcony model setup (“IA” or
“CA”), Front panel configuration (“G” or “NG”), Wind speed (“U8” or “U10” or “U13”), Wind
direction (“D0” or “D23” or “D45”), and Run number. The testing case ID for setups “ID” and
“CD” are named after Balcony model setup (“ID” or “CD”), Wind speed (“U8” or “U10” or
“U13”), Wind direction (“D0” or “D23” or “D45”), and Run number. For example, a case ID of
“IA_NG_U10_D23_Run2” represents a testing case of the isolated balcony model of which the
instrumented balcony is attached at a wind speed of 10 m/s, wind direction of 22.5ºand has no gap
in the front panel, and the second repetition under this combination of testing parameters. A case
ID of “CD_U13_D45_Run3” represents a testing case of the continuous balcony model with the
instrumented balcony detached, tested at a wind speed of 13 m/s, wind direction of 45º, and the
third repetition under this combination of testing parameters.
A summary of all the testing cases for the setup of the balcony model with and without the
instrumented balcony is given in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
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Table 3.3 Summary of testing cases for balcony models with instrumented balcony attached
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Table 3.3 Summary of testing cases for balcony models with instrumented balcony attached (Continued)
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Table 3.4 Summary of testing cases for balcony models with instrumented balcony detached

CHAPTER 4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this chapter, the experimental procedure, including data collection, data pre-processing,
and data analysis will be demonstrated based on two sample cases. Then, a summary of the results
for the rest testing cases will be presented.
4.1 Data collection
The pressure data are measured through each channel by a sampling time of 288 s based on
the time scale determined in Chapter 3. The sampling frequency is 625 Hz based on the maximum
capacity of the pressure scanner. The balcony model is placed on a wood frame above the turn
table. Figures 4.1 (a), (b), (c), and Figures 4.2 (a), (b), (c) show the setup of the isolated and
continuous balcony models in the test section of the wind tunnel from different view angles,
respectively. The wind-induced surface pressure is measured at the location of each pressure tap
on the windward side and the leeward side of the instrumented balcony model, as well as the
backwall. These pressure taps are connected to different channels of the pressure scanner, and the
respective channel numbers are marked near the pressure taps, as shown in Figure 4.1 (d) and
Figure 4.2 (d). A total of 28 and 38 pressure taps are used to measure the wind-induced surface
pressure of the isolated and continuous balcony models, respectively. The arrangement of these
pressure taps in the two type of balcony models are listed in Table 4.1. Figures 4.3 (a) to (c) show
the map of the pressure taps on the isolated balcony model, and Figures 4.4 (a) to (c) show the
map of the pressure taps on the continuous balcony model. The correspondence connection to the
pressure scanner channel is listed in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
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(a) Perspective view

(b) Front view
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(c) Side view

(d) Close-up view
Figure 4.1 Setup of the isolated balcony model in the wind tunnel
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(a) Perspective view

(b) Front view
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(c) Side view

(d) Close-up view
Figure 4.2 Setup of the continuous balcony model in the wind tunnel
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Table 4.1 Summary of pressure taps in two type of balcony models
Location

Pressure tap quantity

Balcony type

Isolated

Continuous

Balcony front panel windward side

10

14

Balcony front panel leeward side

8

12

Back wall windward side

10

12

(a) Windward side of the isolated balcony model front panel

(b) Leeward side of the isolated balcony model front panel
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(c) Backwall of the isolated balcony model
Figure 4.3 Map of pressure taps on the isolated balcony model

(a) Windward side of the continuous balcony model front panel

(b) Leeward side of the continuous balcony model front panel
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(c) Backwall of the continuous balcony model
Figure 4.4 Map of pressure taps on the continuous balcony model
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Table 4.2 Correspondence of the pressure tap and pressure scanner channel in the isolated
balcony model

Location

Direction

Pressure tap
number

Pressure scanner
channel

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

2
4
33
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
35
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Windward side

Balcony front
panel

Leeward side

Back wall

Windward side
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Table 4.3 Correspondence of the pressure tap and pressure scanner channel in the continuous
balcony model

Location

Direction

Pressure tap
number

Pressure scanner
channel

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

2
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Windward side

Balcony front
panel

Leeward side

Back wall

Windward side
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Table 4.3 Correspondence of the pressure tap and pressure scanner channel in the continuous
balcony model (Continued)

Location

Back wall

Direction

Pressure tap
number

Pressure scanner
channel

Windward side

35
36
37
38

39
40
41
42

4.2 Data pre-processing: tubing response correction
Vinyl tubes are used to transmit the surface pressure sampled at different tap locations to the
corresponding channels of the ZOC 33/64 Px. When the length of the vinyl tube was longer than
15 cm, signal distortion would occur due to resonance and damping effects (Fisher et al., 2012;
Irwin et al., 1979; Kovaerk et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2006). Therefore, tubing
response correction functions for the vinyl tubes used in this test, which have a length of 60 cm
and an inner diameter of 1.02 mm, are measured and applied to all collected raw surface pressure
data before further analysis.
Based on the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem, the minimum sampling frequency used
for collecting a signal to ensure that it will not distort its underlying information and cause aliasing
should double the highest frequency of interest in the signal. In this experiment, the pressure signal
will be corrected for the lower frequency range up to the Nyquist frequency, which, based on a
sampling rate of 625 Hz, is 312.5 Hz.
The tubing response correction functions used in the current study, including the amplitude
correction function and the phase correction function, are shown in Figures 4.5 (a) and (b),
respectively. The tubing response correction functions are measured with a 17 cm vinyl tube (the
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reference tube), and a 60 cm vinyl tube (the same as those used in the test), both having an inner
diameter of 1.02 mm.

(a) Amplitude correction function

(b) Phase correction function
Figure 4.5 Tubing response correction functions for a vinyl tube with a length of 60 cm and an
inner diameter of 1.02 mm.
Tubing response correction functions are measured with a set of sinusoidal signals with a
frequency range of 5 Hz to 300 Hz. For the data collection, the measurement starts with the
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generated sinusoidal function of 5 Hz, with the frequency of the generated signal increases by 5
Hz until it reaches 300 Hz. In order to keep the pressure fluctuation stable with the changing
frequency, the duration of each measurement is taken as 10 s, and the time interval between the
two consecutive measurements is 10 s.
Each recorded sine signal is analyzed using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to calculate the
tubing response correction function for both the amplitude ratio and the phase lag. The amplitude
ratio between the two measured pressure signals is calculated by dividing the amplitude of the long
tube’s data by the reference tube’s data. It is expressed as follows:
𝑅𝐴 (𝑓) =

𝐴(𝑓)𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒
𝐴(𝑓)𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒

(4.1)

where 𝑅𝐴 (𝑓) is the amplitude ratio at the frequency 𝑓; 𝐴(𝑓)𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 is the amplitude of the
sine signal of the frequency 𝑓 recored through the long tube; and 𝐴(𝑓)𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 is the
amplitude of the sine signal of the frequency 𝑓 recorded through the reference tube.
The phase lag between the long tube and the reference tube can be calculated as the difference
between the phase angles of the sine signal collected through the long tube and the reference tube,
i.e.
𝑃(𝑓) = 𝜑(𝑓)𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 − 𝜑(𝑓)𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒

(4.2)

where 𝑃(𝑓) is the phase at the frequency 𝑓; 𝜑(𝑓)𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 is the phase of the sine signal of the
frequency 𝑓 recorded through the long tube; and 𝜑(𝑓)𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 is the phase of the sine
signal of the frequency 𝑓 recorded through the reference tube.
The correction functions are attained by fitting discrete amplitude ratios and phase lags with
the approach of the five-point moving average, respectively. The five-point moving average is
expressed as follows:
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𝑋 (𝑓𝑛 ),
𝑛=1
𝑋 (𝑓𝑛−1 ) + 𝑋(𝑓𝑛 ) + 𝑋(𝑓𝑛+1 )
,
𝑛=2
3
𝑋 (𝑓𝑛−2 ) + 𝑋(𝑓𝑛−1 ) + 𝑋(𝑓𝑛 ) + 𝑋(𝑓𝑛+1 ) + 𝑋(𝑓𝑛+2 )
𝑋̅(𝑓𝑛 ) =
, 𝑛 = 3, … , 𝑁 − 2
5
𝑋 (𝑓𝑛−1 ) + 𝑋(𝑓𝑛 ) + 𝑋(𝑓𝑛+1 )
,
𝑛 = 𝑁−1
3
{𝑋 (𝑓𝑛 ),
𝑛=𝑁

(4.3)

where 𝑋̅ (𝑓𝑛 ) is the fitted value at frequency 𝑓𝑛 after applying the five-point moving average,
𝑋(𝑓𝑛 ) is the discrete value at frequency 𝑓𝑛 , and N is the total number of samples.
Figure 4.6 shows the raw and corrected surface pressure time histories sampled at Tap 1,
located at the balcony front panel windward side in the isolated balcony model (Figure 4.2).

(a) Time history of wind-induced surface pressure signal over the entire sampling duration
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(b) A segment of the wind-induced surface pressure time history
Figure 4.6 Time history of raw and corrected wind-induced surface pressure at Tap 1 (Case
IA_NG_U13_D0).
4.3 Data analysis
Two sample cases, Case IA_NG_U13_D0 (an isolated balcony model without any gap
between the balcony front panel and the balcony floor under the following conditions: the wind
speed is 13 m/s and the wind direction is normal to the balcony front panel) and Case
CA_G_U10_D45 are tested in the wind tunnel.
4.3.1 Wind-induced surface pressure coefficient
Based on the collected wind-induced surface pressure data, the wind-induced surface pressure
coefficient 𝐶𝑝𝑖 at tap location i for a time instant t can be computed as follows:
𝐶𝑃𝑖 (𝑡) =

𝑝𝑖 (𝑡) − 𝑝𝑠
1 2
2 𝜌𝑈
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(4.4)

where 𝑝𝑖 (𝑡) is the wind-induced surface pressure measured at tap i; 𝑝𝑠 is the static wind pressure
for the testing wind speed based on Table 4.4; 𝜌 = 1.2929 kg⁄m3 is the air density; and 𝑈 is
the testing wind speed in the wind tunnel.
Table 4.4 Static pressure in the wind tunnel
Wind speed (m/s)
8
10
13

Static pressure, 𝑝𝑠 (Pa)
10.06
14.02
17.06

The time history of the wind-induced surface pressure coefficient at Tap 1 in the Case
IA_NG_U13_D0 is shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7 Time history of pressure coefficient at Tap 1 (Case IA_NG_U13_D0)
The mean, the standard deviation, the maximum, and the minimum 𝐶𝑃𝑖 values are computed
using the following equations:
𝑁

1
̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃𝑖 = ∑ 𝐶𝑝𝑖
𝑁
1
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(4.5)

𝑁

𝜎𝐶𝑃

𝑖

1
=√
∑(𝐶𝑝𝑖 − ̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃𝑖 )2
𝑁−1

(4.6)

𝐶̂
𝑃𝑖 =

𝑝̂𝑖 − 𝑝𝑠
1 2
2 𝜌𝑈

(4.7)

𝐶̌
𝑃𝑖 =

𝑝̌𝑖 − 𝑝𝑠
1 2
2 𝜌𝑈

(4.8)

1

where ̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃𝑖 is the mean pressure coefficient at tap i, 𝜎𝐶𝑃 is the standard deviation pressure
𝑖

̌
coefficient at tap i, 𝐶̂
𝑃𝑖 is the maximum pressure coefficient at tap i, 𝐶𝑃𝑖 is the minimum pressure
coefficient at tap i, and N is the total number of samples. The sign of the wind-induced surface
pressure coefficient indicates the direction of the wind-induced surface pressure acting on the
surface of the building model. Positive and negative values indicate wind pressure acting towards
(pressure) and away from the surface (suction), respectively.
4.3.2 Area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient
The area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient reflects the overall windinduced effect on the area being considered. It is related to the tributary area and the wind-induced
surface pressure coefficient within the range of this area. In this study, the area-averaged windinduced surface pressure coefficient is calculated by multiplying the mean wind-induced surface
pressure at each tap location with the corresponding tributary area, then summing them up to obtain
the resultant wind load. By normalizing the resultant wind load with respect to the dynamic
pressure and the total area, it yields the area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient.
It can be expressed as follows:
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̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =

𝑁
̅
∑𝑁
1
𝑖=1 𝑃𝑖 × 𝐴𝑖
= 𝑁
∑ ̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃𝑖 𝐴𝑖
1 2 𝑁
𝑖=1
∑𝑖=1 𝐴𝑖 ∑𝑖=1 𝐴𝑖
𝜌𝑈
2

(4.9)

̅𝑖 is the mean windwhere ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 is the area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient, 𝑃
induced surface pressure at the ith pressure tap, ̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃𝑖 is the mean wind-induced surface pressure
coefficient at the ith pressure tap, 𝐴𝑖 is the tributary area associated with the ith pressure tap, and
N is the total number of pressure taps in the specified area A.
4.3.3 Sample results
In this section, the wind-induced surface pressure data collected in Case IA_NG_U13_D0
and Case CA_G_U10_D45 are used as examples to show the sample results. The wind-induced
surface pressure data collected at Tap 1 (Figures 4.8 and 4.14) in the isolated and continuous
balcony model are used as an example to demonstrate the process of data analysis.
4.3.3.1 Sample case 1 (Case IA_NG_U13_D0)
By using Eqs. (4.2) to (4.5), the mean, the standard deviation, the maximum, and the
minimum Cp values at Tap 1 can be obtained, which are ̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃1 = 1.22, 𝜎𝐶𝑃1 = 0.06, 𝐶̂
𝑃1 = 1.54,
and 𝐶̌
𝑃1 = 0.85, respectively.
Figure 4.8 shows the tributary area associated with each pressure tap on the balcony front
panel, where the tributary area in the top half of the balcony front panel is 36.4 × 16.5 =
600.6 mm2 , and the tributary area in the bottom half is 36.4 × 27.5 = 1001 mm2.
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Figure 4.8 Tributary area of model balcony front panel
Therefore, the area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 of the balcony
front panel can be computed as follows:
̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =

1
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝐴𝑖

𝑁

∑

̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃𝑖 𝐴𝑖

𝑖=1

=

̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅̅
(𝐶
𝑃1 + 𝐶𝑃2 + 𝐶𝑃3 + 𝐶𝑃4 + 𝐶𝑃5 ) × 600.6 + (𝐶𝑃6 + 𝐶𝑃7 + 𝐶𝑃8 + 𝐶𝑃9 + 𝐶𝑃10 ) × 1001
(600.6 + 1001) × 5

=

(1.22 + 1.16 + 1.25 + 1.19 + 1.21) × 600.6 (1.23 + 1.17 + 1.16 + 1.16 + 1.21) × 1001
+
(600.6 + 1001) × 5
(600.6 + 1001) × 5

= 1.19

As an example, the mean wind-induced surface pressure in Pa at the location of the taps and
the corresponding surface pressure coefficients, as well as the area-averaged wind-induced surface
pressure coefficient on the windward side and the leeward side of the balcony front panel, as well
as the backwall for Case IA_NG_U13_D0 are shown in Figures 4.9 to 4.11, respectively.
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(a) Wind-induced surface pressure at different taps

(b) Mean wind-induced surface pressure coefficient contour map
Figure 4.9 Wind-induced surface pressure and pressure coefficient on the windward side of
balcony front panel (Case IA_NG_U13_D0)
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(a) Wind-induced surface pressure at different taps

(b) Mean wind-induced surface pressure coefficient contour map
Figure 4.10 Wind-induced surface pressure and pressure coefficient on the leeward side of
balcony front panel (Case IA_NG_U13_D0)
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(a) Wind-induced surface pressure at different taps

(b) Mean wind-induced surface pressure coefficient contour map
Figure 4.11 Wind-induced surface pressure and pressure coefficient on the backwall (Case
IA_NG_U13_D0)
Figure 4.12 shows schematically the flow field around the balcony model when the wind flow
is normal to the front panel. When the wind reaches the centre of the front panel, the wind velocity
slows down to approximately zero as a result of the obstruction. According to the Bernoulli's
principle, pressure increases when the flow velocity decreases. Therefore, the highest pressure is
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expected to be formed at the centre of the front panel. Then, the wind flows along the panel surface
to the four edges. Flow separation is expected to occur at the edges. The flow separation would
cause pressure decrease at the separation point (Castro & Robins, 1977). Thus, the wind-induced
pressure at the centre of the front panel surface would be relatively higher than that at the edges.

Figure 4.12 Flow around the balcony model
The experimental data shown in Figure 4.9 (a) and (b) suggest that the wind-induced surface
pressure distribution on the windward side of the balcony front panel is not fully aligned with the
expected flow pattern. For example, the expected pattern of relatively lower pressures acting on
the edges than the centre has not been observed in Figures 4.9 (a) and (b). The discrepancy might
be due to the following two reasons. Firstly, the pressure tap cannot be placed very close to the
edge of the balcony front panel due to the limitation of the model size. As a result, the pressure at
the edge of the balcony front panel could not be measured by the pressure scanner. The windinduced pressure coefficient contour, such as Figure 4.9 (b), is drawn in MATLAB based on the
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interpolation of the measured mean pressure value from each pressure tap, so the pressure
reduction at the edge of the windward side of the balcony front panel cannot be truly reflected.
Secondly, the accuracy of the ZOC 33/64 Px is ±0.1% in the full scale of 1 psi (6895 Pa). Thus,
the maximum measurement error can be up to 14 Pa. However, the measured maximum pressure
difference on the windward side of the balcony front panel is only 10 Pa. Thus, the small pressure
change at different measurement locations on the windward side of the balcony front panel is
difficult to be captured accurately.
For the leeward side of the balcony front panel, as soon as the wind flow passes the top of the
balcony front panel, the flow separation happens due to the presence of the sharp edge. Full
development of the vortex behind the flow separation point will happen if there is enough space
between the backwall and the front panel, and suction will be expected on the leeward side of the
front panel (Figure 4.13 (a)). However, due to the limited space between the backwall and the front
panel in the fabricated balcony model for wind tunnel testing, the full development of vortices is
restricted (Figure 4.13 (b)). Therefore, the expected suction was not observed from the
experimental data, but pressure was observed on the entire leeward surface instead. This
phenomenon is also observed in the wind tunnel experimental investigation of the wind effects on
a 15-story residential mid-rise building with a balcony panel (Ludena et al., 2017). According to
Ludena et al. (2017), the net pressure coefficient of the balcony front panel in the uniform flow is
close to zero, which means pressure happens at both the windward and leeward side of the front
panel.
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(b): Observed flow field owing to the
(a): Expected flow field
size limitation of the model
Figure 4.13 Schematics of expected and observed flow field between the balcony front panel and
the backwall.
Based on the experimental results, the magnitude of the wind-induced surface pressure
coefficient on the surfaces of the windward side of the balcony front panel, the leeward side of the
balcony front panel and the backwall of the model varies within the range of +1.0 to +1.3. The
variation of the mean wind-induced surface pressure coefficients on the windward side of the
balcony front panel is about 7% (Figure 4.9), whereas that of the leeward side is approximately
9%. The pressure coefficients at the upper pressure tap row on the leeward side are slightly lower
than those on the lower row (Figure 4.10). For the backwall, in general the pressure acting on the
upper row of pressure taps is relatively lower than the pressure acting on the lower row (Figure
4.10). The wind-induced surface pressure profile of a medium-rise building with balconies was
predicted by the Computational Fluid Dynamics simulation using 3D steady Reynolds-Averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) model by Montazeri & Blocken (2013). Their results showed that the
pressure acting on the backwall near the floorboard of the balcony was 7% higher than the pressure
acting on the backwall near the balcony upper edge when the balcony front panel shielded the
backwall from the upstream wind. The reason was that the air flow far from the flow separation
point had less energy loss during flow separation and thus exerted higher pressure on the wall.
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The area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient of the windward side of the
balcony front panel, the leeward side of the balcony front panel and the backwall of the model do
not vary significantly. To validate the surface pressure coefficient on the windward side of the
balcony front panel measured in the current wind tunnel test, the experiment data obtained by
Wooton (1961) for the pressure coefficients of a rectangular plate normal to the wind in smooth
flow at various aspect ratio are listed in Table 4.5. The aspect ratio of the current model is 2.24,
which corresponds to approximated pressure coefficient of 1.19. This value agrees well with the
area-averaged surface pressure coefficient on the surface of the windward side of the balcony front
panel obtained in the current study, which is 1.19.

Table 4.5 Pressure coefficients for a rectangular plate normal to the wind in smooth flow (Wooton,
1961)
Rectangular plate in normal wind
2.0

5.0

10.0 20.0 40.0

∞

Aspect ratio

1.0

Pressure coefficient

1.18 1.19 1.20 1.23 1.48 1.66 1.98

4.3.3.2 Sample case 2 (Case CA_G_U10_D45)
By using Eqs. (4.2) to (4.5), the mean, the standard deviation, the maximum, and the
minimum Cp values at Tap 1 can be obtained, which are ̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃1 = 0.85, 𝜎𝐶𝑃1 = 0.04, 𝐶̂
𝑃1 = 1.14,
and 𝐶̌
𝑃1 = 0.67, respectively.
Figure 4.14 shows the tributary area associated with each pressure tap on the balcony front
panel, where the tributary area in the top middle of the balcony front panel is 36.4 × 16.5 =
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600.6 mm2 , the tributary area in the bottom middle is 36.4 × 27.5 = 1001 mm2 , the tributary
area at the top corner is 18.2 × 16.5 = 300.3 mm2, and the tributary area at the bottom corner is
18.2 × 27.5 = 500.5 mm2.

Figure 4.14 Tributary area of model balcony front panel.
Therefore, the area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 of the balcony
front panel can be computed as follows:
̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =

1
∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝐴𝑖

𝑁

∑

̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃𝑖 𝐴𝑖

𝑖=1

=

̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅̅
(𝐶
𝑃2 + 𝐶𝑃3 + 𝐶𝑃4 + 𝐶𝑃5 + 𝐶𝑃6 ) × 600.6 + (𝐶𝑃9 + 𝐶𝑃10 + 𝐶𝑃11 + 𝐶𝑃12 + 𝐶𝑃13 ) × 1001
(600.6 + 1001) × 5 + (300.5 + 500.5) × 2

+

̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅ ̅̅̅̅̅
(𝐶
𝑃1 + 𝐶𝑃7 ) × 300.3 + (𝐶𝑃8 + 𝐶𝑃14 ) × 500.5
(600.6 + 1001) × 5 + (300.5 + 500.5) × 2

=

(0.95 + 0.85 + 0.85 + 0.84 + 0.84) × 600.6 + (0.85 + 0.84 + 0.85 + 0.89 + 0.77) × 1001
(600.6 + 1001) × 5 + (300.5 + 500.5) × 2

+

(0.94 + 0.78) × 300.3 + (0.94 + 0.77) × 500.5
(600.6 + 1001) × 5 + (300.5 + 500.5) × 2

=

4.33 × 600.6 + 4.2 × 1001 + 1.72 × 300.3 + 1.71 × 500.5
9610

= 0.85
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For the continuous balcony model, the mean wind-induced surface pressure at the location of
the taps and the corresponding surface pressure coefficients, as well as the area-averaged windinduced surface pressure coefficient on the windward side and the leeward side of the balcony
front panel, as well as the backwall are shown in Figures 4.15 to 4.17, respectively.
It is notable that as the wind direction changes from 0˚ to 45˚, for the windward side of the
balcony front panel, the pressure on the left side, which is near the upstream, is higher than that on
the right side, which is near the downstream. However, an opposite pressure distribution is shown
on the leeward side of the balcony front panel and the balcony backwall. This phenomenon will
be discussed later in the Chapter 5 in detail.
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(a) Wind-induced surface pressure at different taps

(b) Mean wind-induced surface pressure coefficient contour map
Figure 4.15 Wind-induced surface pressure and pressure coefficient on the windward side of
balcony front panel (Case CA_G_U10_D45).
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(a) Wind-induced surface pressure at different taps

(b) Mean wind-induced surface pressure coefficient contour map
Figure 4.16 Wind-induced surface pressure and pressure coefficient on the leeward side of
balcony front panel (Case CA_G_U10_D45).
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(a) Wind-induced surface pressure at different taps

(b) Mean wind-induced surface pressure coefficient contour map
Figure 4.17 Wind-induced surface pressure and pressure coefficient on the backwall (Case
CA_G_U10_D45).
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4.4 Summary of results
In this section, the experimental results are shown in the form of overall wind-induced load
acting on the model balcony front panel and the corresponding area-averaged wind-induced
surface pressure coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 . A summary of the experimental results in all the cases is
presented in three parts, i.e. the balcony front panel, the balcony backwall with the presence of
balcony, and the building façade without the presence of balcony.
4.4.1 Wind-induced load and surface pressure coefficient on balcony front panel
Tables 4.6 and 4.7 list respectively the overall wind-induced load acting on the model balcony
front panel and the corresponding area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴
for the cases in the isolated balcony type, whereas Tables 4.8 and 4.9 present respectively the
overall wind-induced load acting on the model balcony front panel and the corresponding areaaveraged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 for the cases in the continuous balcony
type.

Table 4.6 Wind-induced load acting on an isolated balcony front panel (N)

Wind
direction

Wind speed
Gap
8 (m/s)

10 (m/s)

13 (m/s)

Without

0.4154

0.6255

1.0045

With

0.3914

0.6251

1.0467

Without

0.3404

0.5371

0.9257

With

0.3600

0.5706

0.9574

Without

0.2694

0.4304

0.7446

With

0.2689

0.4298

0.7552

0°

22.5°

45°
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Table 4.7 Area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient of an isolated balcony front
panel

Wind
direction

Wind speed (m/s)
Gap
8

10

13

Without

1.25

1.21

1.15

With

1.18

1.21

1.19

Without

1.03

1.04

1.06

With

1.09

1.09

1.10

Without

0.81

0.83

0.85

With

0.81

0.83

0.86

0°

22.5°

45°

Table 4.8 Wind-induced load acting on a continuous balcony front panel (N)

Wind
direction

Wind speed
Gap
8 (m/s)

10 (m/s)

13 (m/s)

Without

0.4840

0.7407

1.2381

With

0.4899

0.7506

1.2535

Without

0.4334

0.6699

1.1328

With

0.4447

0.6824

1.1569

Without

0.3447

0.5274

0.8889

With

0.3395

0.5267

0.8846

0°

22.5°

45°
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Table 4.9 Area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient of a continuous balcony front
panel

Wind
direction

Wind speed
Gap
8 (m/s)

10 (m/s)

13 (m/s)

Without

1.21

1.19

1.18

With

1.24

1.21

1.19

Without

1.09

1.08

1.08

With

1.12

1.10

1.10

Without

0.86

0.84

0.84

With

0.87

0.85

0.84

0°

22.5°

45°

4.4.2 Wind-induced load and surface pressure coefficient on balcony back wall (with the
presence of balcony)
Tables 4.10 and 4.11 list respectively the overall wind-induced load acting on the balcony
back wall with the presence of balcony and the corresponding area-averaged wind-induced surface
pressure coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 for the cases in the isolated balcony type, whereas Tables 4.12 and 4.13
present respectively the overall wind-induced load acting on the balcony back wall with the
presence of balcony and the corresponding area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure
coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 for the cases in the continuous balcony type.
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Table 4.10 Wind-induced load on balcony back wall (with presence of isolated balcony) (N)

Wind
direction

Wind speed
Gap
8 (m/s)

10 (m/s)

13 (m/s)

Without

0.3949

0.6039

0.9729

With

0.3695

0.6010

1.0044

Without

0.3497

0.5461

0.9363

With

0.3599

0.5673

0.9714

Without

0.2663

0.4309

0.7508

With

0.2686

0.4312

0.7625

0°

22.5°

45°

Table 4.11 Area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient of balcony back wall (with
presence of isolated balcony)
Wind
direction

Wind speed
Gap
8 (m/s)

10 (m/s)

13 (m/s)

Without

1.19

1.16

1.11

With

1.11

1.16

1.15

Without

1.06

1.06

1.08

With

1.09

1.10

1.11

Without

0.80

0.83

0.86

With

0.81

0.84

0.87

0°

22.5°

45°
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Table 4.12 Wind-induced load on balcony back wall (with presence of continuous balcony) (N)
Wind
direction

Wind speed
Gap
8 (m/s)

10 (m/s)

13 (m/s)

Without

0.3949

0.6039

0.9729

With

0.3695

0.6010

1.0044

Without

0.3497

0.5461

0.9363

With

0.3599

0.5673

0.9714

Without

0.2663

0.4309

0.7508

With

0.2686

0.4312

0.7625

0°

22.5°

45°

Table 4.13 Area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient of balcony back wall (with
presence of continuous balcony)
Wind
direction

Wind speed
Gap
8 (m/s)

10 (m/s)

13 (m/s)

Without

1.21

1.19

1.17

With

1.23

1.21

1.19

Without

1.14

1.13

1.13

With

1.17

1.14

1.14

Without

0.94

0.93

0.93

With

0.95

0.93

0.92

0°

22.5°

45°

4.4.3 Wind-induced load and surface pressure coefficient on building façade (without the
presence of balcony)
The wind-induced load and the corresponding area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure
coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 on building façade without the presence of balcony is calculated based on the
pressure data collected over the shaded area shown in Figures 4.18 and 4.19. Table 4.14
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summarizes the wind-induced load acting on the shaded area for both balcony types, whereas Table
4.15 lists the corresponding area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 .

Figure 4.18 Tributary area used to calculate wind-induced load on building façade without
the presence of instrumented isolated balcony (shaded)

Figure 4.19 Tributary area used to calculate wind-induced load on building façade without
the presence of instrumented continuous balcony (shaded)
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Table 4.14 Wind-induced load on building facade (without presence of isolated balcony) (N)
Balcony
type

Isolated

Continuous

Wind
direction

Wind speed
8 (m/s)

10 (m/s)

13 (m/s)

0˚

0.6645

0.9999

1.3602

22.5˚

0.5236

0.7394

1.1362

45˚

0.4535

0.6466

1.0342

0˚

0.6098

0.9279

1.4629

22.5˚

0.5864

0.8712

1.4250

45˚

0.4655

0.6788

1.1029

Table 4.15 Area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient (without the presence of
balcony)
Balcony
type

Isolated

Continuous

Wind
direction

Wind speed
8 (m/s)

10 (m/s)

13 (m/s)

0˚

1.67

1.62

1.58

22.5˚

1.37

1.35

1.30

45˚

1.16

1.17

1.18

0˚

1.53

1.49

1.45

22.5˚

1.47

1.40

1.36

45˚

1.17

1.10

1.05
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CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Parametric study
5.1.1 Effect of wind speed
To evaluate the effect of wind speed on wind-induced surface pressure acting on a balcony,
the wind-induced surface pressure on both the isolated and continuous type balcony models were
tested for three wind speeds of 8 m/s, 10 m/s, and 13 m/s. The wind-induced load, area-averaged
wind-induced surface pressure coefficient, and the wind-induced surface pressure distribution on
the balcony front panel and balcony back wall will be discussed in this section.
5.1.1.1 Wind-induced load and area-averaged surface pressure coefficient
The wind-induced load and corresponding area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure
coefficients on the isolated and continuous balcony front panel, and balcony backwall (with the
presence of balcony) are presented in Tables 4.6 to 4.13 for three wind speeds of 8 m/s, 10 m/s,
and 13 m/s, respectively.
The wind-induced load at each pressure tap is equal to the product of the wind-induced
pressure obtained from the tap and the corresponding tributary area. The overall wind-induced load
equals the sum of wind-induced loads at all pressure taps. When the tributary area is unchanged,
the overall wind-induced load is proportional to the square of the wind speed. Results show that
as expected, the wind-induced load acting on the balcony front panel and balcony back wall
increases as the wind speed increases from 8 m/s to 13 m/s. As shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, the
ratio of the wind-induced load at 8 m/s to 13 m/s is 1.0045⁄0.4154 = 2.42, which is close to
(13⁄8)2 = 2.64. The wind-induced load can be increased by up to 2.77 in the case of wind
direction of 45º in the isolated balcony with a gap.
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Table 5.1 Wind-induced load acting on an isolated balcony front panel (N) and load ratio

Wind
direction

Wind speed
8 (m/s)

10 (m/s)

13 (m/s)

Load ratio
between 8 m/s
and 13 m/s

Without

0.4154

0.6255

1.0045

2.42

With

0.3914

0.6251

1.0467

2.67

Without

0.3404

0.5371

0.9257

2.72

With

0.3600

0.5706

0.9574

2.64

Without

0.2694

0.4304

0.7446

2.76

With

0.2689

0.4298

0.7452

2.77

Gap

0˚

22.5˚

45˚

Table 5.2 Wind-induced load acting on a continuous balcony front panel (N) and load ratio

Wind
direction

Wind speed
8 (m/s)

10 (m/s)

13 (m/s)

Load ratio
between 8 m/s
and 13 m/s

Without

0.4840

0.7407

1.2381

2.56

With

0.4899

0.7506

1.2535

2.56

Without

0.4334

0.6699

1.1328

2.61

With

0.4447

0.6824

1.1569

2.60

Without

0.3447

0.5274

0.8889

2.58

With

0.3395

0.5267

0.8846

2.61

Gap

0˚

22.5˚

45˚

The area-averaged wind-induced pressure coefficient on the isolated and continuous balcony
front panel and balcony back wall keep constant while the wind speed increases, as shown in Table
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4.7, 4.9, 4.11, and 4.13. The pressure coefficient decreases from 1.25 to 0.80 as the wind direction
increases from 0° to 45°. Theoretically, the area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure
coefficient should not change with the wind speed. However, experimental error might cause
discrepancy. The maximum difference of pressure coefficient is about 8.00%, which occurs when
wind is normal to the isolated balcony without a gap, as shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4.
The experimental error may come from two sources: Firstly, the test wind is generated by the
fan in the wind tunnel. The generated wind speed has an approximate linear relation with the
frequency of the fan motor. Although the motor frequency remains the same during each test, the
actual generated wind speed might not be exactly the same as the predicted wind speed based on
the motor frequency, then resulting in experiment error. Secondly, the static pressure used in the
calculation of the wind-induced pressure coefficient is a constant, whereas the actual static pressure
during the test might deviate from that used in the calculation. The instruments for measuring the
static pressure in the wind tunnel are the Pitot tube and the Dwyer differential pressure transducer.
The accuracy rate of the Dwyer differential pressure transducer is ±1% under the setting range of
0-250 Pa. In the current study, the measured pressure varies from 40 to 150 Pa, but the error range
of Dwyer differential pressure transducer is about 5 Pa, so an error of 8% is acceptable.
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Table 5.3 Area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient of an isolated balcony front
panel and error

Wind
direction

Wind speed
8 (m/s)

10 (m/s)

13 (m/s)

Error between
̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 at 8 m/s
and 13 m/s

Without

1.25

1.21

1.15

8.00%

With

1.18

1.21

1.19

0.85%

Without

1.03

1.04

1.06

2.91%

With

1.09

1.09

1.10

0.92%

Without

0.81

0.83

0.85

4.94%

With

0.81

0.83

0.86

6.17%

Gap

0˚

22.5˚

45˚

Table 5.4 Area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient of a continuous balcony front
panel and error

Wind
direction

Wind speed
8 (m/s)

10 (m/s)

13 (m/s)

Error between
̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 at 8 m/s
and 13 m/s

Without

1.21

1.19

1.18

2.48%

With

1.24

1.21

1.19

4.03%

Without

1.09

1.08

1.08

0.92%

With

1.12

1.10

1.10

1.79%

Without

0.86

0.84

0.84

2.33%

With

0.87

0.85

0.84

3.45%

Gap

0˚

22.5˚

45˚
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5.1.1.2 Wind-induced surface pressure distribution
Case IA_G_U8_D0 and Case IA_G_U13_D0 are used as samples to show the wind-induced
surface pressure distribution on the front panel of the isolated balcony model at wind speed of 8
m/s and 13 m/s, as shown in Figure 5.1; whereas Case CA_NG_U8_D0 and Case
CA_NG_U13_D0 are used as samples to show the wind-induced surface pressure distribution on
the front panel of the continuous balcony model at wind speed of 8 m/s and 13 m/s, as shown in
Figures 5.2. It can be seen that the measured wind-induced surface pressure increases at all
pressure taps on the balcony front panel in all cases as the wind speed increases. However, the
wind-induced pressure coefficient at each pressure tap in general are not affected by the change in
the wind speed. Thus, the wind speed only influences the magnitude of wind-induced pressure but
not the wind-induced surface pressure coefficient.

(a) Case IA_G_U8_D0
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(b) Case IA_G_U13_D0
Figure 5.1 Effect of wind speed on isolated balcony front panel wind pressure distribution.

(a) Case CA_NG_U8_D0

(b) Case CA_NG_U13_D0
Figure 5.2 Effect of wind speed on continuous balcony front panel wind pressure distribution.
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5.1.2 Effect of wind direction
The wind-induced load acting on a structure is a function of the direction of the oncoming
wind. To evaluate the effect of wind direction, the wind-induced pressure on both the isolated and
continuous type balcony models were tested for three wind attack angles of α = 0º, 22.5º, and 45º.
The definition of the angle of attack, α, is given in Figure 5.3, based on which α = 0º represents
the normal flow case.

Figure 5.3 Effect of wind direction
5.1.2.1 Wind-induced load and area-averaged surface pressure coefficient
The wind-induced load and the corresponding area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure
coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 acting on the isolated and continuous balcony model front panel are presented
respectively in Table 4.6 to Table 4.9 for α = 0º, 22.5º, and 45º. Results show that if the velocity
of the oncoming wind remains the same, with the increase of the attack angle α, i.e. the wind
direction deviates more from the normal flow condition, the wind-induced pressure imposed on
the balcony front panel would become less, and so does the corresponding area-averaged windinduced surface pressure coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 .
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When the wind attack angle α ≠ 0º, the wind-induced pressure acting on the balcony front
panel is induced by the normal component of the oncoming wind, 𝑈𝛼 = 𝑈 ∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼. Further, when
calculating the area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 , regardless of the
wind attack angle, the wind-induced load acting on the balcony front panel is always normalized
by the product of the front panel area and the dynamic pressure 𝜌𝑈 2 /2, where 𝑈 is the oncoming
wind speed. Thus, ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 also decreases with the increase of wind attack angle.
The same pattern applies to the wind-induced load and the corresponding ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 on balcony
back wall (with the presence of balcony) and building façade (without the presence of balcony),
as can be observed from Tables 4.10 to 4.15.

5.1.2.2 Wind-induced surface pressure distribution
a) Balcony front panel
The wind-induced pressure distribution on the front panel of the isolated and continuous
balcony models at wind attack angle of 0º, 22.5º, and 45º are shown respectively in Figures 5.4
and 5.5. It can be seen from these figures that under the normal flow condition (α = 0º), the windinduced surface pressure distribution on the balcony front panels is in general uniform; while as
the wind attack angle increases from 0º to 45º, the wind-induced surface pressure acting on the
panel decreases gradually from its windward edge to the leeward edge. Nevertheless, under the
same wind speed, the largest wind-induced load and the corresponding ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 occur in the normal
flow case (α = 0º), so the 0º wind direction case should be the critical case used for designing the
balcony.
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Windward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =1.15

Leeward
side

(a) Case IA_NG_U13_D0

Windward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =1.06

Leeward
side

(b) Case IA_NG_U13_D23

Windward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =0.85

Leeward
side

(c) Case IA_NG_U13_D45
Figrue 5.4 Effect of wind direction on isolated balcony front panel wind pressure distribution
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Windward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =1.18

Leeward
side

(a) Case CA_NG_U13_D0

Windward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =1.08

Leeward
side

(b) Case CA_NG_U13_D23

Windward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =0.84

Leeward
side

(c) Case CA_NG_U13_D45
Figure 5.5 Effect of wind direction on continuous balcony front panel wind pressure distribution
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b) Balcony backwall (with the presence of balcony)
Interestingly, the pressure distribution pattern on the balcony back wall is found to be opposite
to that of the front panel when α ≠ 0º. As can be seen from Figures 5.6 and 5.7, although in the
normal flow case, the wind-induced pressure distributes more or less uniformly on the balcony
backwall, when α ≠ 0º, the leeward side of the backwall is subjected to higher wind pressure than
the windward side.
As shown schematically in Figure 5.8, when wind contacts with the balcony backwall, its
normal component would directly impose wind pressure on the back wall, whereas the tangent
component would travel along the surface of the backwall towards the leeward side until reaching
the balcony side panel. Because of the presence of the side panel, the tangent component of the
flow would be forced to change its direction and form vortices. Therefore, besides the wind
pressure induced by the normal component of the oncoming flow, the leeward side of the balcony
backwall would also be subjected to the wind pressure resulted from this part of redirected flow
and thus yield a higher pressure value than that of the windward side.
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Leeward
side

Windward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =1.11
(a) Case IA_NG_U13_D0
Windward
side

Leeward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =1.08
(b) Case IA_NG_U13_D23
Windward
side

Leeward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =0.86
(c) Case IA_NG_U13_D45
Figrue 5.6 Effect of wind direction on isolated balcony front panel wind pressure distribution
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Leeward
side

Windward
side

(a) Case CA_NG_U13_D0

Windward
side

Leeward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =1.13
(b) Case CA_NG_U13_D23
Leeward
side

Windward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =0.92
(c) Case CA_NG_U13_D45
Figure 5.7 Effect of wind direction on continuous balcony front panel wind pressure distribution
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Leeward
side

Windward
side

Figure 5.8 Schematics of flow field near balcony back wall

5.1.3 Effect of balcony layout
5.1.3.1 Wind-induced load and area-averaged surface pressure coefficient
The wind-induced load on balconies having either the isolated type layout or the continuous
type layout is studied in the current wind tunnel tests. The area-averaged wind-induced surface
pressure coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 of the balcony front panel are summarized respectively in Tables 5.5
and 5.6 when there is no gap or has a gap on the front panel close to the balcony floor.
The results listed in these two tables suggest that for the same kind of front panel, i.e. either
with or without a gap close to the bottom, the area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure
coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 of the balcony front panel are approximately the same for both the isolated and
continuous type balconies under the same wind speed and wind direction. This implies that the
same area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 may be used in design and
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applied to compute wind loads acting on the front panel of both isolated and continuous type
balconies.
Table 5.5 Effect of balcony type on area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient of
balcony front panel (without gap)

Wind
direction
0˚
22.5˚
45˚

Wind speed

Balcony
type

8 (m/s)

10 (m/s)

13 (m/s)

Isolated

1.25

1.21

1.15

Continuous

1.21

1.19

1.18

Isolated

1.03

1.04

1.06

Continuous

1.09

1.08

1.08

Isolated

0.81

0.83

0.85

Continuous

0.86

0.84

0.84

Table 5.6 Effect of balcony type on area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient of
balcony front panel (with gap)

Wind
direction
0˚
22.5˚
45˚

Wind speed

Balcony
type

8 (m/s)

10 (m/s)

13 (m/s)

Isolated

1.18

1.21

1.19

Continuous

1.24

1.21

1.19

Isolated

1.09

1.09

1.10

Continuous

1.12

1.10

1.10

Isolated

0.81

0.83

0.86

Continuous

0.87

0.82

0.84
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5.1.3.2 Wind-induced surface pressure distribution
The wind-induced pressure distribution, in terms of the pattern and magnitude, are consistent
for both the isolated and continuous type balconies. Figure 5.9 gives a sample comparison (Case
IA_NG_U10_D45 and Case CA_NG_U10_D45) between the balcony front panel wind-induced
pressure coefficient distribution of the isolated and continuous type balconies at U = 10 m/s and α
= 45º, of which no gap, is present in the front panel.

Windward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =0.83

Leeward
side

(a) Case IA_NG_U10_D45

Windward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =0.84

Leeward
side

(b) Case CA_NG_U10_D45
Figure 5.9 Effect of balcony type on the wind-induced pressure distribution of balcony front panel
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5.1.4 Effect of balcony front panel configuration
In the current wind tunnel study, the wind-induced load acting on the balcony front panel is
measured with and without the presence of a gap close to the balcony floor.
Refer to Tables 4.7 and 4.9, it can be seen that the presence of a gap does not have sizable
impact on ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 of the balcony front panel. In addition, it has been found that the wind-induced
pressure distribution of balcony front panel is also not sensitive to the presence of the gap. However,
it is noteworthy that due to the constraint of model size, the width of the gap in both balcony
models is only 1.5 mm. Further studies using larger size wind tunnel testing model and/or
conducting CFD simulations would help to clarify the effect of this gap on the wind load acting
on the balcony front panel. Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the effect of balcony front panel
configuration on its wind-induced pressure distribution for the isolated and continuous type
balcony, respectively.
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Windward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =0.85

Leeward
side

(a) Case IA_NG_U13_D45

Windward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =0.86

Leeward
side

(b) Case IA_G_U13_D45
Figure 5.10 Effect of balcony front panel configuration on its wind pressure distribution
(Isolated type balcony)
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Windward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =0.83

Leeward
side

(a) Case CA_NG_U13_D45

Windward
side

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 =0.84

Leeward
side

(b) Case CA_G_U13_D45
Figure 5.11 Effect of balcony front panel configuration on its wind pressure distribution
(Continuous type balcony)

5.2 Comparison with current design practice
Since no specific guideline is available to determine wind-induced load acting on the building
façade with balconies, when designing balconies, the current practice of calculating wind-induced
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load acting on them is to use the building cladding wind pressure provided in Part 4 of the NBCC
2015 instead. To evaluate the rationale of the current design practice, the wind-induced pressure
on building façade has been collected for the isolated balcony model and the continuous balcony
model by detaching the instrumented balcony, as shown in Figure 3.19.
The area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient of the balcony front panel is
then compared with the mean building cladding wind pressure under different testing conditions.
An amplification factor is defined as the ratio between the two. For example, in the case of an
isolated balcony model without a gap under the wind speed of 8 m/s and wind direction of 0º, the
amplification factor is 1.67/1.25=1.33, as shown in Table 5.7. A summary of such a comparison is
given in Tables 5.7 to 5.10 for the isolated and continuous balcony with and without a gap,
respectively.
It can be seen from the tables that in the case of the isolated type balcony, the amplification
factor varies from 1.23 to 1.43, whereas for the continuous type balcony, it varies from 1.22 to
1.36. For the worst scenario (α = 45º), the amplification factor for the former is 1.43, whereas for
the latter is 1.36. Since the presence of a gap does not have sizable impact on ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 of the balcony
front panel, the difference of amplification factors due to the presence of a gap is not significant
for both isolated and continuous balcony front panel, as shown in Tables 5.7 to 5.10. In the case of
the continuous balcony layout, the front panel stretches over the building width and is
geometrically more similar to the layout of the building façade than the isolated balcony layout.
Thus, it has a smaller amplification factor.
This set of results clearly indicates that the current practice of designing the balcony, which
computes the imposed wind-induced load based on the building cladding wind pressure provided
in the building code, could over-estimate the actual wind load acting on the balcony front panel by
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up to approximately 40%. Thus, the panel failure might be caused by other reasons such as the
impurities in glass, deficiencies in railing installation, and reduction of framing around glass panels.
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Table 5.7 Comparison of area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient on isolated
balcony front panel (without gap) and building façade
Wind
direction
α
0º

22.5º

45º

Wind
speed
(m/s)

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴

Amplification
factor

8

Balcony front panel
1.25

Building façade
1.67

10

1.21

1.62

1.34

13

1.15

1.58

1.38

8

1.03

1.37

1.33

10

1.04

1.35

1.30

13

1.06

1.30

1.23

8

0.81

1.16

1.42

10

0.83

1.17

1.41

13

0.85

1.18

1.39

1.33

Table 5.8 Comparison of area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient on isolated
balcony front panel (with gap) and building façade
Wind
direction
α
0º

22.5º

45º

Wind
speed
(m/s)

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴

Balcony front panel

Building façade

Amplification
factor

8

1.18

1.67

1.42

10

1.21

1.62

1.34

13

1.19

1.58

1.33

8

1.09

1.37

1.26

10

1.09

1.35

1.24

13

1.10

1.30

1.18

8

0.81

1.16

1.43

10

0.83

1.17

1.41

13

0.86

1.18

1.37
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Table 5.9 Comparison of area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient on continuous
balcony front panel (without gap) and building façade
Wind
direction
α
0º

22.5º

45º

Wind
speed
(m/s)

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴

Balcony front panel

Building façade

Amplification
factor

8

1.21

1.53

1.26

10

1.19

1.49

1.25

13

1.18

1.45

1.23

8

1.09

1.47

1.35

10

1.08

1.40

1.29

13

1.08

1.36

1.25

8

0.86

1.17

1.36

10

0.84

1.10

1.30

13

0.84

1.05

1.25

Table 5.10 Comparison of area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient on continuous
balcony front panel (with gap) and building façade
Wind
direction
α
0º

22.5º

45º

Wind
speed
(m/s)

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴

Balcony front panel

Building façade

Amplification
factor

8

1.24

1.53

1.23

10

1.21

1.49

1.23

13

1.19

1.45

1.22

8

1.12

1.47

1.31

10

1.10

1.40

1.27

13

1.10

1.36

1.24

8

0.87

1.17

1.34

10

0.84

1.10

1.31

13

0.84

1.05

1.25
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Conclusions
In the current study, a series of wind tunnel tests has been conducted to study wind-induced
load acting on building balconies. Two types of typical balcony layout, i.e. isolated type and
continuous type balconies, have been investigated in the study. The wind-induced pressure on the
balcony front panel, the back wall and the building façade have been measured under the wind
speed of 8 m/s, 10 m/s and 13 m/s when the wind direction is respectively at α = 0º, 22.5º, and 45º.
The following conclusions are drawn based on the experimental results of the current study:
1) A comparison between the area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient of the
balcony front panel and the building cladding wind pressure indicates that the current design
practice of determining wind-induced load acting on the balcony, i.e. based on the building
cladding wind pressure recommended in Part 4 of NBCC 2015, is too conservative. Under a wind
direction of 45º, the cladding wind pressure is found to be up to approximately 40% higher than
the wind pressure acting on the balcony front panel.
2) The increase of wind speed does significantly impact the wind-induced load or pressure
acting on the balcony front panel, and the overall wind-induced load is proportional to the square
of the wind speed. The area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 is not
sensitive to the increase of wind speed.
3) For the studied two types of balcony layout, the area-averaged wind-induced surface
pressure coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 is found to gradually decrease as the oncoming wind direction deviates
from the normal flow condition, of which the wind direction is perpendicular to the balcony front
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panel. The largest ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 of the balcony front panel occurs in the normal flow case. Thus, the 0º
wind direction case should be the critical case used for designing the balcony.
4) Under the normal flow condition, the area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure
coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 of the balcony front panel is consistent in both the isolated type and the
continuous type balcony. Thus, the same ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 can be used in the design of both types of balcony.
5) For the model size used in the current study, the wind-induced surface pressure distribution
on and the associated area-averaged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 of the
balcony front panel are found to be insensitive to the presence of a gap at the bottom of the front
panel. The wind-induced load acting on the balcony front panel can be computed without
considering the presence of the gap.

6.2 Future work
In the current study, a partial building model (only three-storey building wall) was adopted
and tested to measure detailed wind-induced surface pressure distribution on the balcony front
panel in the wind tunnel instead of a full building model because of the size of the wind tunnel and
the blockage. Due to this constraint of the model size, the effect of the atmospheric boundary layer
was not simulated in the current wind tunnel tests. Thus, results provided in this experiment are
used for a qualitative evaluation of the rational of the current design practice for building balconies,
as well as to assess the impact of balcony type, the configuration of the balcony front panel and
the wind direction on the wind load acting on balcony. For a quantitative provision of the areaaveraged wind-induced surface pressure coefficient ̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑃,𝐴 used for balcony design, some future
works are suggested as followed:
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1) To collect more accurate experimental data, it is necessary to conduct further wind tunnel
studies using a larger size full building model in the wind tunnel of a large cross-sectional area and
include the simulation of the atmospheric boundary layer effect in the test (Ludena et al., 2017).
2) For the detailed exploration of wind-induced pressure distribution on the balcony
guardrails, performing CFD simulations would offer a better insight into the flow field around
balconies having different types of layout, different front panel characteristics and under different
wind conditions.
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APPENDIX A TUBING RESPONSE CORRECTION FUNCTION
The pressure transducer is a commonly used instrument for measuring the wind-induced
pressure on the building surface. If the pressure transducer is directly attached to the building
surface, the installation would be complicated, and the management would be inconvenient.
Therefore, the wind-induced pressure signal acting on the building surface is usually propagated
to the pressure transducer through tubes. However, in the dynamic pressure measurement, the
characteristics of the tubing system could significantly affect the measurement results because of
acoustic and visco-thermal effects. For example, the length, the inner diameter, the curvature, the
deflection angle, the thickness and the material of the tubes could all more or less be the factors
that could distort the amplitude and phase of the original pressure signal in the measurement. In
general, the measured signal does not need to be corrected if the tube length is 15 cm or shorter.
As the length of the tube increases, the frequency at which the largest amplitude distortion occurs
would gradually shift towards lower frequency. As for the phase, the longer the tube length is, the
larger the phase distortion would be. Since a tube with larger inner diameter would have less
damping on the passing flow, using this kind of tube would increase the distorted peak amplitude
and the frequency at which considerable amplitude distortion occurs, while the phase distortion
becomes smaller. In order to obtain accurate measurement of fluctuating pressure signal, it is
necessary to know the dynamic characteristics of the tubing system and find an effective way to
minimize the influence of the tubing characteristics on the collected pressure signal.
Tubing response correction functions are used in the current study for correcting distorted
pressure signal. In this appendix, existing studies and techniques on tubing response correction
will be reviewed first. Then, the current approach, the measurement instruments, and the
measurement procedures will be described.
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A.1 Literature review
The research on the signal correction technique for fluctuating pressure measured through
tubing systems began in the 1950s (Iberall, 1950). The technique mainly involves measuring the
frequency response functions of the tubing system, which is also named as tubing response
correction functions, to correct the distorted signal in the frequency domain. The tubing response
correction functions consist of an amplitude correction function and a phase angle correction
function, which correct respectively the distortion in the amplitude and phase angle of the signal.
Assume the input pressure signal has a sinusoidal form of:
𝑃𝑖𝑛 = 𝐴𝑖𝑛 (𝜔)[sin 𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑𝑖𝑛 (𝜔)]

(A.1)

where 𝐴𝑖𝑛 (𝜔) is the amplitude of the input sinusoidal pressure signal; 𝜔 is the frequency of the
input sinusoidal pressure signal; 𝜑𝑖𝑛 (𝜔) is the phase angle of the input and the output sinusoidal
pressure signals.
The frequency of the output pressure signal from the tubing system is the same as that of the
input pressure signal, but the amplitude and phase are distorted. The output sinusoidal pressure
signal has the form of:
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐴𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝜔)[sin 𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝜔)]

(A.2)

where 𝐴𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝜔) is the amplitude of the output sinusoidal pressure signal; 𝜔 is the frequency of
the output sinusoidal pressure signal; 𝜑𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝜔) is the phase angle of the output sinusoidal pressure
signal.
The amplitude ratio and the phase difference between the input and the output signals are as
follows:
𝐶 (𝜔) = 𝐴𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝜔)/𝐴𝑖𝑛 (𝜔)
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(A.3)

Φ(𝜔) = 𝜑𝑖𝑛 (𝜔) − 𝜑𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝜔)

(A.4)

where 𝐶 (𝜔) and Φ(𝜔) are the amplitude and phase angle correction function, respectively.
Two approaches can be used to obtain the tubing response correction functions, i.e. the
theoretical approach and the experimental approach. The theoretical method is mainly based on
the mathematical model constructed by the circuit transmission theory, and the frequency response
characteristic of the tubing system is simulated to calculate the tubing response correction
functions (Ma et al., 2013; Nichols, 1962; Trikha, 1975; Xie & Gu, 2002). However, the calculation
is very complicated, and it requires accurate tube parameters as input. In addition, the theoretically
predicted frequency response functions need to be validated by experimental results, so the
application of the theoretical approach is not popular (Bergh & Tijdeman, 1965). On the other hand,
the dynamic characteristics of the tubing system can be directly measured experimentally. In the
experimental method, a signal generator and a speaker are used to generate sinusoidal pressure
signals of different frequencies. These signals are collected through tubes having different lengths
and diameters to calculate the relationship between the reference signal and the distorted signal in
the frequency domain, that is, the tubing response correction functions. This approach is straight
forward in terms of the methodology itself and not difficult to be implemented in the laboratory.
Thus, using experimental approach to measure tubing response correction functions has been
widely used (Fisher et al., 2012; P. A. Irwin et al., 1979; Kovaerk et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018;
Yang et al., 2006).
The aforementioned approaches are all digital correction approaches. Besides, mechanical
approach can also be used to correct distorted signal. The basic idea is to add a restrictor at the
appropriate location along the tubes to reduce the influence of the tubing system characteristics on
the fluctuating pressure signal. Irwin (1979) added a restrictor to the tubes to suppress the peak of
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the tubing system characteristics. Holmes and Lewis (1987) further analyzed the influence of the
restrictor installation location on the characteristics of the tubing system based on the Bergh's
theory (Bergh & Tijdeman, 1965). Gumley (1983) applied the restrictor method to the pressure
data collected in a wind tunnel test and successfully suppressed the dynamic characteristics of the
tubing system in the measured pressure signal. Since the size of the restrictor is usually small, it is
difficult to fabricate and install. Therefore, the method to add restrictors is not widely used in
engineering applications.

A.2 Determination of tubing response correction functions
Since the maximum allowable tube length of which no signal correction is needed is typically
15 cm, but the length of tube which is applied in the experiment is usually longer than 15 cm, the
tubing response correction functions need to be determined. Two tubes of different length are used
to measure tubing response correction functions. The length of the shorter tube (reference tube) is
15 cm; and another tube (long tube) has the same length as those used in real test. The sinusoidal
pressure signal with the same frequency is transmitted through the reference tube and the long tube
simultaneously to the pressure transducer. The signal distortion is negligible for the reference tube.
Thus, the acquired signal through the reference tube is considered as the undistorted signal,
whereas the signal collected through the long tube is the distorted signal. Repeating the test by
varying the frequency of the input sinusoidal pressure signal, the undistorted and distorted
sinusoidal signals at different frequencies can be obtained from the reference tube and the long
tube, respectively. Then, those sinusoidal signals are subjected to Fourier transform to obtain the
amplitude and phase in the frequency domain. By performing the above operations in the
frequency domain based on Eq. (A.3) and (A.4), discrete amplitude ratio and phase angle shift at
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different frequencies can be obtained, and these discrete values can be connected and interpolated
to obtain the tubing response correction functions.
Two types of methods with different input signals can be selected for the tubing response
correction measurement, i.e. discrete sinusoidal signal method and sweep sinusoidal signal method.
In the discrete sinusoidal signal method, a set of sinusoidal signals are used as the input signal to
measure the tubing response correction functions, and the test needs to be repeated by varying the
frequency of the input sinusoidal signals so as to cover the entire frequency range of the tubing
response correction functions (normally between 0 and half of the sampling rate). In the sweep
sinusoidal signal case, the sample input signal is a sweep sinusoidal signal with a required
frequency range. Since this sweep sinusoidal signal covers the entire frequency range, the test does
not need to be repeated. The amplitude of the sweep sinusoidal signal in each frequency remains
as a constant.
After the undistorted and the distorted signals are collected, the analysis and calculation are
performed in the frequency domain. When dealing with practical problems, since the digital signal
is not continuous, discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is often used instead in the data processing. In
computing, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) is widely used due to its computational efficiency. A
real digital signal x(n) can be transformed into a complex signal X(k) by the discrete Fourier
transform using Eq. (A.5), i.e.
𝑁−1

2𝜋

𝑋 (𝑘) = ∑ 𝑥(𝑛) ∙ 𝑒 −𝑖 𝑁 𝑘𝑛 , 𝑘 = 0,1,2, … , 𝑁 − 1

(A.5)

𝑛=0

where 𝑋 (𝑘) is the signal converted by DFT in the frequency domain, 𝑥(𝑛) is the signal sampled
in the time domain. N is the number of total sampling points in 𝑥(𝑛). Based on the Euler equation,
Eq. (A.5) can also be expressed as:
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𝑁−1

𝑋(𝑘) = ∑ 𝑥(𝑛) ∙ [cos (
𝑛=0

2𝜋𝑘𝑛
2𝜋𝑘𝑛
) − 𝑖 ∙ sin (
)] , 𝑘 = 0,1,2, … , 𝑁 − 1
𝑁
𝑁

(A.6)

After performing a discrete Fourier transform, the converted signal 𝑋 (𝑘) can be used for
determining the amplitude spectrum and the phase spectrum of the original signal 𝑥(𝑛). The
amplitude corresponding to a specific frequency k is the magnitude of the complex number
𝑋(𝑘) multiplied by 2/N, and the phase is the phase angle of this complex number.
Based on Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4), the amplitude coefficients and phase coefficients of the tubing
response correction functions can be plotted as shown in Figure A.1.

(a) Amplitude correction function
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(b) Phase angle correction function
Figure A.1 The tubing response correction functions measured through discrete sinusoidal signal
method and sweep sinusoidal signal method (a vinyl tube with a length of 30 cm and an inner
diameter of 1.02 mm)

A.3 Speaker system for measuring tubing response correction functions
In the current study, a speaker system has been designed to measure tubing response correction
functions. The speaker system consists of a signal generator, a signal amplifier, a power supply
and a speaker, as shown in Figure A.2.
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Figure A.2 Speaker system

The Agilent 33120A 15 MHz Function/Arbitrary Waveform Generator manufactured by
Agilent Technologies is used as the signal generator to generate specific types of signals, such as
the sine wave, the sweep sine wave, the white noise and so on, for measuring tubing response
correction functions. The signal generator has many standard built-in functions, whereas a
customized function needs to be edited and imported with the help of an external editor.
The TPA3125D2N EVM (evaluation module) manufactured by Texas Instruments is applied
as the audio signal amplifier. It consists of a single 10-W, class-D, stereo audio signal amplifier,
along with a small number of external components mounted on a printed circuit board. The EVM
can be used to directly drive the speaker with an external analog audio source as the input. In the
current system, it takes the signal generated by the signal generator as the input, and the output,
which is the amplified signal, will then be sent to the speaker.
The Agilent E3630A Triple Output DC Power Supply by Agilent Technologies is used as the
power supply for TPA3125D2N EVM. Two wires, one for the positive pole (orange) and the other
for the negative pole (grey), are needed to connect the power supplier and the audio power
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amplifier. Two audio interfaces, named as “LIN” and “RIN”, are used for inputting signals from
the signal generator. Two output interfaces, named as “LOUT” and “ROUT”, are used for
outputting the amplified signal to the speaker. The signal can only be transmitted in the same input
and output channel, i.e. “LIN” with “LOUT”, and “RIN” with “ROUT”, of which “L” and “R”
represent “Left” and “Right”, respectively.
The Quam 4C3PAB Speaker is a 4-inch Square Frame Loudspeaker with a 5 oz BeFe ceramic
magnet. It is attached to an acrylic plate. An enclosed cavity is formed between the acrylic plate
and the speaker membrane. Two closely spaced tiny holes are drilled on the plate, with their
locations correspond to the center of the speaker membrane. These two holes are connected
respectively with the reference tube and the long tube and used as the pressure taps for measuring
surface pressure on the plate through these two tubes. When the speaker is driven by the generated
signal, the speaker membrane will start to vibrate. This would cause pressure variation in the
enclosed cavity and thus on the inner surface of the acrylic plate. Due to the proximity of these
two holes, they are considered to be exposed to the same pressure. The undistorted pressure signal
will be collected through the reference tube, whereas the distorted pressure signal will be collected
through the long tube.

A.4 Measurement procedure for tubing response correction function
A.4.1 Discrete sinusoidal signal method
The discrete sinusoidal signal method for measuring tubing response correction functions is a
method of finding the relationship of the amplitude ratio and phase angle shift through the
reference signal and distorted signal at different signal frequencies by generating a set of sinusoidal
signals with their frequencies covering the required range, i.e. half of the sampling frequency used
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in the wind tunnel test. For example, if the sampling frequency of ZOC 33/64 Px in the wind tunnel
test is 600 Hz, then the generated sine functions should cover a frequency range of 0 to 300 Hz.
The experimental procedures are as follows:
Step 1: Plug in the power for ZOC 33/64 Px. Warm it up for at least two hours to ensure stable
calibration results.
Step 2: Connect the signal generator and the power supply to the amplifier, and connect the
amplifier to the speaker. The schematic illustration of the measurement instrumentations of the
tubing response correction function is shown in Figure A.3. A black and a red cable with a black
connector and a red connector are used to connect the signal generator to the amplifier. The black
connector is inserted into the “output” female interface of the signal generator. The red connector
is inserted into the input interface (“LIN” or “RIN”) of the amplifier. A grey and an orange cable
are connected respectively with the “COM” and “+20V” interface of the amplifier and covered by
twisting caps.

Figure A.3 Schematic illustration of the measurement instrumentations of the tubing response
correction function
Step 3: Connect Channel 1 of ZOC 33/64 PX with one of the taps on the acrylic plate with the
17 cm tube. The pressure data collected by Channel 1 will be the undistorted reference signal.
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Choose another channel in ZOC 33/64 PX, and connect it with the second tap on the acrylic plate
using a longer tube. The length of the longer tube is the same as that used in the actual wind tunnel
test. The pressure data collected by this channel will be the distorted signal.
Step 4: Plug in the power for the signal generator and the power supply. All power lines are
black.
Step 5: Double click the DAQ software “PressureScanner_MJ v1.2.vi” to open it. On the user
interface, click to select channels (Channel 1 and another channel). Set sampling rate and time
(usually 625 Hz/Ch and 60 seconds). Set output file address. Set the “DEVICE MODE” in
“Calibration”. Click “Run” button to calibrate the offset of the two selected channels.
Step 6: Press the “Power” button to turn on the signal generator. Adjust the signal parameters.
Press the “~” button to choose a sinusoidal wave signal as the output signal. Press the “Freq”
button to adjust the frequency of signal by turning the knob or using the “Enter Number” mode to
directly press the number button. A frequency range of 10 Hz to 300 Hz by an increment of 10 Hz
is the typical setting. For a selected frequency of the sinusoidal signal, press the “Amp” button to
adjust the amplitude of signal by turning the knob or using the “Enter Number” mode to directly
press the number button. 300 mVPP is the commonly used value for signal amplitude.
Step 7: Press the “Power” button and the “+20V” button of the power supply, and the
sinusoidal signal of the selected frequency is transmitted first to the amplifier, and then the
amplified signal is transmitted to the speaker to excite the speaker membrane. (Warning: If the
amplitude or frequency of the signal is too high, the speaker will make a sharp noise.)
Step 8: On the user interface of the DAQ software, switch the “DEVICE MODE” to
“Measurement”. Click the “Run” button to sample pressure data at the plate tap locations through
the two selected channels of ZOC 33/64 PX. Name the files based on the frequency of the
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sinusoidal signal and save them in the same folder as the MATLAB code file for data analysis. The
existing output file will be overwritten if the file name has not been changed before the next
measurement.
Step 9: Adjust the frequency of the generated sinusoidal signal from 10 Hz to 300 Hz by an
increment of 10Hz. Repeat Steps 6 to 8.
Step 10: Run MATLAB code to process all the collected reference pressure data and distorted
pressure data corresponding to different frequencies to obtain the tubing response correction
functions, in terms of the amplitude factors and the phase angle shift.

A.4.2 Sweep sinusoidal signal method
Take a sweep sine function (10 cycles per frequency from 5 Hz to 400 Hz with an increment
of 5 Hz) as a sample input signal.
Step 1: Plug in the power for ZOC 33/64 Px. Warm it up for at least two hours to ensure stable
calibration results.
Step 2: Connect the signal generator to the computer by RS-232 cable. Plug in the power for
the signal generator and press the “Power” bottom to turn on the signal generator.
Step 3: Write MATLAB code to generate the sweep sine function, 10 cycles per frequency
from 5 Hz to 400 Hz with an increment of 5 Hz. Due to the limitation of the signal generator input
capacity, the generated floating-point numbers for describing the sweep sine function has to be
separated into two files: the first file contains sine functions with frequency from 5 Hz to 100 Hz;
while the second file includes those with frequency from 105 Hz to 400 Hz. These two data files
will be generated by two pieces of MATLAB code, with the customized function in the first code
being “ARB1” and that in the second being “ARB2”. When transmitting and storing them in the
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signal generator, importing “ARB1” first and then “ARB2”.
For 5 Hz to 100 Hz:
fs=4000; % Sampling rate which means the number of floating points per second;

for j=1:20 % Loop number; here is 20 loops from 5Hz to 100Hz by the increment of 5 Hz
loop(j)=1/(5*j); % Each loop's duration (s)
t{j}=0:1/fs:10*loop(j)-1/fs; % Time vector for each loop;
y{j}=sin(2*pi*5*j*t{j}); % Amplitude vector for each loop;
end

yy=cell2mat(y); % Convert format from cell to double
tt=0:1/fs:(length(yy)-1)*1/fs; % Overall time vector
machine_freq=1/tt(end); % Setting frequency in the signal generator

plot(tt,yy) % Virtualization of fucntion
xlabel('Time (s)'); % Horizional axis label
ylabel('Amplitude'); % Vertical axis label
set(gca, 'Fontname', 'Times New Roman','FontSize',40); % Font setting

fileID = fopen('DATA01.txt','w'); % New text document and open it
fprintf(fileID,'%f,',yy); % Input floating points into the text document
fclose(fileID); % Close the text document
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For 105 Hz to 400 Hz:
fs=4000; % Sampling rate which means the number of floating points per second;

for j=21:80 % Loop number; here is second 60 loops from 105Hz to 400Hz by the increment of 5
Hz
loop(j)=1/(5*j); % Each loop's duration (s)
t{j}=0:1/fs:10*loop(j)-1/fs; % Time vector for each loop;
y{j}=sin(2*pi*5*j*t{j}); % Amplitude vector for each loop;
end

yy=cell2mat(y); % Convert format from cell to double
tt=0:1/fs:(length(yy)-1)*1/fs; % Overall time vector
machine_freq=1/tt(end); % Setting frequency in the signal generator

plot(tt,yy) % Virtualization of fucntion
xlabel('Time (s)'); % Horizional axis label
ylabel('Amplitude'); % Vertical axis label
set(gca, 'Fontname', 'Times New Roman','FontSize',40); % Font setting

fileID = fopen('DATA01.txt','w'); % New text document and open it
fprintf(fileID,'%f,',yy); % Input floating points into the text document
fclose(fileID); % Close the text document
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Step 4: Save the two customized sweep sine function in the signal generator through the
software “HyperTerminal”, and named them respectively as “ARB1” and “ARB2”.
Step 5: Connect the signal generator with the audio power amplifier, and plug in the power.
Turn on the signal generator and set the frequency for the customized function, which is the
reciprocal of the function duration by the MATLAB code. In this example, this duration has been
calculated in the MATLAB code and saved in the variable “machine_freq”, which equals to
respectively 7.189 s for “ARB1” and 2.7322 s for “ARB2”. Thus, the sampling frequency of the
signal generator is set at 0.1391 Hz and 0.3666 Hz for these two functions, respectively.
Step 6: Connect Channel 1 of ZOC 33/64 Px with one of the taps on the acrylic plate with the
17cm tube. The pressure data collected by Channel 1 will be the undistorted reference signal.
Choose another channel in ZOC 33/64 Px, and connect it with the second tap on the acrylic plate
using a longer tube. The length of the longer tube is the same as that used in the actual wind tunnel
test. Two tubes to be inserted in the holes of acrylic plate. The pressure data collected by this
channel will be the distorted signal.
Step 7: Double click the DAQ software “PressureScanner_MJ v1.2.vi” to open it. On the user
interface, click to select channels (Channel 1 and another channel). Then set the sampling rate and
the sampling time. Here, the sampling rate is always set at 625 Hz/Ch, and the sampling time
should be longer than a cycle of the customized function “ARB1” and “ARB2”. In this example,
the sampling time is set at 10 s. Set output file address. Set the “DEVICE MODE” in “Calibration”.
Click the “Run” button to calibrate the offset of the two selected channels. After the “Run” button
turns grey, the calibration of ZOC 33/64 Px is done and the files “out_cali.txt” and
“out_calimean.txt” should be moved to another folder.
Step 8: Switch the “DEVICE MODE” to “Measurement” and click the “Run” button to
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measure the reference signal and the distorted signal generated by the customized function. After
the measurement is completed, save the files “out_measure.txt” and “raw_measure.txt” to a new
folder.
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APPENDIX B EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF ALL TESTED CASES
B.1 Wind-induced pressure on isolated balcony front panel
B.1.1 Attack angle = 0°
B.1.1.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.1.1 Case IA_G_U8_D0
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B.1.1.2 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.1.2 Case IA_NG_U8_D0
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B.1.1.3 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.1.3 Case IA_G_U10_D0
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B.1.1.4 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.1.4 Case IA_NG_U10_D0
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B.1.1.5 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.1.5 Case IA_G_U13_D0
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B.1.1.6 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.1.6 Case IA_NG_U13_D0
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B.1.2 Attack angle = 22.5°
B.1.2.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.2.1 Case IA_G_U8_D23
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B.1.2.2 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.2.2 Case IA_NG_U8_D23
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B.1.2.3 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.2.3 Case IA_G_U10_D23
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B.1.2.4 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.2.4 Case IA_NG_U10_D23
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B.1.2.5 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.2.5 Case IA_G_U13_D23
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B.1.2.6 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.2.6 Case IA_NG_U13_D23
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B.1.3 Attack angle = 45°
B.1.3.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.3.1 Case IA_G_U8_D45
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B.1.3.2 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure sure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.3.2 Case IA_NG_U8_D45
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B.1.3.3 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.3.3 Case IA_G_U10_D45
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B.1.3.4 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.3.4 Case IA_NG_U10_D45
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B.1.3.5 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.3.5 Case IA_G_U13_D45
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B.1.3.6 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.1.3.6 Case IA_NG_U13_D45
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B.2 Wind-induced pressure on isolated balcony back wall (with the presence of balcony)
B.2.1 Attack angle = 0°
B.2.1.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.2.1.1 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_G_U8_D0)

B.2.1.2 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.2.1.2 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_NG_U8_D0)
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B.2.1.3 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.2.1.3 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_G_U10_D0)

B.2.1.4 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.2.1.4 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_NG_U10_D0)
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B.2.1.5 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.2.1.5 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_G_U13_D0)

B.2.1.6 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.2.1.6 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_NG_U13_D0)
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B.2.2 Attack angle = 22.5°
B.2.2.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.2.2.1 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_G_U8_D23)

B.2.2.2 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.2.2.2 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_NG_U8_D23)
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B.2.2.3 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.2.2.3 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_G_U10_D23)

B.2.2.4 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.2.2.4 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_NG_U10_D23)
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B.2.2.5 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.2.2.5 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_G_U13_D23)

B.2.2.6 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.2.2.6 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_NG_U13_D23)
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B.2.3 Attack angle = 45°
B.2.3.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.2.3.1 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_G_U8_D45)

B.2.3.2 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.2.3.2 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_NG_U8_D45)
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B.2.3.3 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.2.3.3 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_G_U10_D45)

B.2.3.4 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.2.3.4 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_NG_U10_D45)
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B.2.3.5 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.2.3.5 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_G_U13_D45)

B.2.3.6 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.2.3.6 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case IA_NG_U13_D45)
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B.3 Wind-induced pressure on isolated balcony back wall (without the presence of
balcony)
B.3.1 Attack angle = 0°
B.3.1.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s:

Figure B.3.1.1 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case ID_U8_D0)

B.3.1.2 Wind speed = 10 m/s:

Figure B.3.1.2 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case ID_U10_D0)
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B.3.1.3 Wind speed = 13 m/s:

Figure B.3.1.3 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case ID_U13_D0)

B.3.2 Attack angle = 22.5°
B.3.2.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.3.2.1 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case ID_U8_D23)
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B.3.2.2 Wind speed = 10 m/s:

Figure B.3.2.2 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case ID_U10_D23)

B.3.2.3 Wind speed = 13 m/s:

Figure B.3.2.3 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case ID_U13_D23)
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B.3.3 Attack angle = 45°
B.3.3.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s:

Figure B.3.3.1 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case ID_U8_D45)

B.3.3.2 Wind speed = 10 m/s:

Figure B.3.3.2 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case ID_U10_D45)
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B.3.3.3 Wind speed = 13 m/s:

Figure B.3.3.3 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case ID_U13_D45)
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B.4 Wind-induced pressure on continuous balcony front panel
B.4.1 Attack angle = 0°
B.4.1.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.1.1 Case CA_G_U8_D0
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B.4.1.2 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.1.2 Case CA_NG_U8_D0
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B.4.1.3 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.1.3 Case CA_G_U10_D0
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B.4.1.4 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.1.4 Case CA_NG_U10_D0
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B.4.1.5 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.1.5 Case CA_G_U13_D0
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B.4.1.6 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.1.6 Case CA_NG_U13_D0
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B.4.2 Attack angle = 22.5°
B.4.2.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.2.1 Case CA_G_U8_D23
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B.4.2.2 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.2.2 Case CA_NG_U8_D23
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B.4.2.3 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.2.3 Case CA_G_U10_D23
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B.4.2.4 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.2.4 Case CA_NG_U10_D23
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B.4.2.5 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.2.5 Case CA_G_U13_D23
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B.4.2.6 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.2.6 Case CA_NG_U13_D23
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B.4.3 Attack angle = 45°
B.4.3.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.3.1 Case CA_G_U8_D45
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B.4.3.2 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.3.2 Case CA_NG_U8_D45
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B.4.3.3 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.3.3 Case CA_G_U10_D45
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B.4.3.4 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.3.4 Case CA_NG_U10_D45
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B.4.3.5 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony with gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.3.5 Case CA_G_U13_D45
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B.4.3.6 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony without gap:

(a) Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(b) RMS 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
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(c) Maximum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel

(d) Minimum 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of balcony front panel
Figure B.4.3.6 Case CA_NG_U13_D45
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B.5 Wind-induced pressure on continuous balcony back wall (with the presence of
balcony)
B.5.1 Attack angle = 0°
B.5.1.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.5.1.1 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_G_U8_D0)
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B.5.1.2 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.5.1.2 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_NG_U8_D0)

B.5.1.3 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.5.1.3 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_G_U10_D0)
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B.5.1.4 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.5.1.4 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_NG_U10_D0)

B.5.1.5 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.5.1.5 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_G_U13_D0)
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B.5.1.6 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.5.1.6 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_NG_U13_D0)
B.5.2 Attack angle = 22.5°
B.5.2.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.5.2.1 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_G_U8_D23)
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B.5.2.2 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.5.2.2 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_NG_U8_D23)

B.5.2.3 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.5.2.3 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_G_U10_D23)
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B.5.2.4 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.5.2.4 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_NG_U10_D23)

B.5.2.5 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.5.2.5 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_G_U13_D23)
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B.5.2.6 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.5.2.6 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_NG_U13_D23)
B.5.3 Attack angle = 45°
B.5.3.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.5.3.1 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_G_U8_D45)
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B.5.3.2 Wind speed = 8 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.5.3.2 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_NG_U8_D45)

B.5.3.3 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.5.3.3 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_G_U10_D45)
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B.5.3.4 Wind speed = 10 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.5.3.4 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_NG_U10_D45)

B.5.3.5 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony with gap:

Figure B.5.3.5 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_G_U13_D45)
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B.5.3.6 Wind speed = 13 m/s and balcony without gap:

Figure B.5.3.6 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CA_NG_U13_D45)
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B.6 Wind-induced pressure on continuous balcony back wall (without the presence of
balcony)
B.6.1 Attack angle = 0°
B.6.1.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s:

Figure B.6.1.1 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CD_U8_D0)
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B.6.1.2 Wind speed = 10 m/s:

Figure B.6.1.2 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CD_U10_D0)

B.6.1.3 Wind speed = 13 m/s:

Figure B.6.1.3 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CD_U13_D0)
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B.6.2 Attack angle = 22.5°
B.6.2.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s:

Figure B.6.2.1 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CD_U8_D23)
B.6.2.2 Wind speed = 10 m/s:

Figure B.6.2.2 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CD_U10_D23)
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B.6.2.3 Wind speed = 13 m/s:

Figure B.6.2.3 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CD_U13_D23)

B.6.3 Attack angle = 45°
B.6.3.1 Wind speed = 8 m/s:

Figure B.6.3.1 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CD_U8_D45)
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B.6.3.2 Wind speed = 10 m/s:

Figure B.6.3.2 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CD_U10_D45)

B.6.3.3 Wind speed = 13 m/s:

Figure B.6.3.3 Mean 𝐶𝑃 and pressure of back wall (Case CD_U13_D45)
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APPENDIX C MATLAB PROGRAM
C.1 MATLAB code for calculating tubing response correction function
C.1.1 Discrete sinusoidal signal method
%% Initialization
clc;
clear;
close all;

%% Parameter setting
myFolder=(fullfile(pwd,'data')); % Set the data folder location
fs=625; % "fs" is sampling frequency of the pressure scanner
T =1; % "T" is the sampling duration
tt=1/fs:1/fs:T; % "tt" is the time interval between two consecutively sampled signal data
points
k = 2; % Activated channel quantity (usually be 2)
Fts = k*fs; % Total sampling rate

%% Initialized the loop time
FFolders=dir(myFolder); % List folder contents
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n=length(FFolders); % Read the file amount in the location
Folders=FFolders(3:n); % Refresh the file amount
n=length(Folders); % Set the loop time

for i=1:n % Loop through all the sinusoidal signal files.

filePattern=[myFolder,'\',Folders(i).name,'\','out_measure.txt']; % Read the file
pattern
baseFileName=Folders(i).name; % Set the base file name
theFiles = dir(filePattern); % List folder contents
data=textread(filePattern); % "textread" reads data from the text file
data=data' % matrix transposition for data array

%% Read signal frequency for each folder
if baseFileName(1)<0
iFreq(i)= str2num(baseFileName(2:3));
else
iFreq(i)= str2num(baseFileName(1:3));
end
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%% Read fluctuation signals for reference channel and distortion channel
R(i,:)=data(1,1:size(data,2));
max1=max(R(i,:));
min1=min(R(i,:));
mean1=(max1+min1)/2;
R(i,:)=R(i,:)-mean1;

% If necessary, shift the reference signal time history so it is

symmetric about 0

D(i,:)=data(2,1:size(data,2));
max2=max(D(i,:));
min2=min(D(i,:));
mean2=(max2+min2)/2;
D(i,:)=D(i,:)-mean2; % If necessary, shift the distorted signal time history so it is
symmetric about 0

x = R(i,:); % "x" contains reference signal time history of the ith sinusoidal signal
y = D(i,:); % "y" contains distorted signal time history of the ith sinusoidal signal
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Lx = length(x);
Ly = length(y);
X = fft(x);
Y = fft(y);

% Phase difference calculation
[~,indx] = max(abs(X)/Lx); % ~ can be used to ignore input arguments in a function
definition,and output arguments in a function call.
[~,indy] = max(abs(Y)/Ly);

% "indx" and "indy" give respectively the indices of the

maximum values in array "X" and "Y"
X_a = angle(X(indx))*180/pi; % angle(X(indx)) returns the phase angle
corresponding to the maximum value in X, in radians.
Y_a = angle(Y(indy))*180/pi; % angle(Y(indx)) returns the phase angle
corresponding to the maximum value in Y, in radians.

lag(i) = (k-1)*str2num(baseFileName)*360/Fts; % phase lag caused by the
measurement order of each channel
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phaseAngleShift(1,i) =Y_a-X_a+lag(i) % "phaseAngleShift(i)" is the phase angle
difference between the reference and the distorted signals at the ith frequency.
Y_MAG=abs(Y); % The distorted signal "Y" is a complex array, abs(Y) is the
complex modulus (magnitude) of the elements in "Y"
X_MAG=abs(X); % The reference signal "X" is a complex array, abs(X) is the
complex modulus (magnitude) of the elements in "X"
ampCorrFactor(1,i)=Y_MAG(indx)/X_MAG(indx) % "ampCorrFactor(i)" is the
ratio between the peak value of the distorted signal vs. the peak value of the reference
signal at the ith frequency

AmplifierFactor(1,i)=X_MAG(indx);
AmplifierFactor(2,i)=Y_MAG(indx);
% Make correction to the phase angle shift, so it lies between -180 deg.
% to +180 deg. If the distorted signal has a delay, the phase angle
% difference is defined as negative; if the distorted signal is advanced, then the
% phase angle difference is defined as positive. When doing phase angle
% correction for the distorted signal, should subtract the phase angle
% difference.
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%
while (phaseAngleShift(1,i)<-180)
phaseAngleShift(1,i)=phaseAngleShift(1,i)+360
end
while (phaseAngleShift(1,i)>180)
phaseAngleShift(1,i)=phaseAngleShift(1,i)-360
end
end

save('TRCF.mat','ampCorrFactor','phaseAngleShift') % Save tubing response correction
function as .mat

%% Figure output
figure
plot(iFreq,ampCorrFactor,'-*','LineWidth',3,'MarkerSize',15)
xlabel('Frequency(Hz)')
ylabel('Amplitude correction factor')
set(gcf,'outerposition',get(0,'screensize'))
grid on
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set(gca,'FontName','Times New Roman','FontSize',40)

figure
plot(iFreq,phaseAngleShift,'-*','LineWidth',3,'MarkerSize',15)
xlabel('Frequency(Hz)')
ylabel('Phase correction factor')
set(gcf,'outerposition',get(0,'screensize'))
grid on
set(gca,'FontName','Times New Roman','FontSize',40)

figure
plot(iFreq,AmplifierFactor,'-*','LineWidth',3,'MarkerSize',15)
xlabel('Frequency(Hz)')
ylabel('Amplifier factor')
set(gcf,'outerposition',get(0,'screensize'))
grid on
set(gca,'FontName','Times New Roman','FontSize',40)

save('AmplifierFactor.mat','iFreq','AmplifierFactor')
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C.1.2 Sweep sinusoidal signal method
%%
% Load offset values for the channels corresponding to reference signal and distorted
signal
Data=[textread(fullfile(pwd,'data','5155','out_measure.txt'));textread(fullfile(pwd,'data','165-305','out_measure.txt'))];
Cali=mean(Data);

% Offset value of the channel connected to the short tube

(output is the reference signal), use the average value of the offset time history
% Offset value of the channel connected to the long tube (output is the distorted signal),
use the average value of the offset time history
Data= Data - Cali;

%%
Fs = 625; % "fs" is sampling frequency of the pressure scanner
T = 20; % "T" is the sampling duration
k = 2;

% activated channel quantity (usually be 2)

Fts = k*Fs;

% total sampling rate

tt = 0:1/Fs:T*k-1/Fs;

% "tt" is the time interval between two consecutively sampled

signal data points
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x = Data(:,1); % "x" contains reference signal time history of the ith sinusoidal signal
y = Data(:,2); % "y" contains distorted signal time history of the ith sinusoidal signal
StartFre = 5; % Start frequency (Hz)
EndFre = 305; % End frequency (Hz)
IncreFre = 10; % frequency increment (Hz)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Lx = length(x);
Ly = length(y);
X = fft(x);
Y = fft(y);

%% Fast Fourier Transform for reference channel and distortion channel
P2 = abs(X/Lx);
P1 = P2(1:Lx/2+1);
P1(2:end-1) = 2*P1(2:end-1);
ph2=angle(X(1:floor(Lx/2+1)));
ph2=ph2*180/pi;
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f = Fs*(0:(Lx/2))/Lx;

P22 = abs(Y/Ly);
P11 = P22(1:Ly/2+1);
P11(2:end-1) = 2*P11(2:end-1);
ph22=angle(Y(1:floor(Ly/2+1)));
ph22=ph22*180/pi;

f = Fs*(0:(Ly/2))/Ly;

%% Figure output for the Amplitude Spectrum of Distorted and Reference Tubing
figure(1)
plot(f,P1,f,P11)
title('Amplitude Spectrum of Distorted and Reference Tubing')
legend('Reference','Distorted' )
xlabel('f (Hz)')
ylabel('Amplitude')
xlim([0,310])
set(gca, 'Fontname', 'Times New Roman','FontSize',40);
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%% Calcuate the amplitude coeffcient curve
AmpCurve=P11./P1;

for j=1:length(AmpCurve)
if P11(j)<0.5 & P1(j)<0.5
AmpCurve(j)=0;
else
AmpCurve(j)=P11(j)./P1(j);
end
end

AmpCoff(1)=1;
ff = [0,StartFre:IncreFre:EndFre];
AmpCoff(1,2:length(ff))=AmpCurve(find(f==StartFre):(find(f==2*IncreFre)find(f==IncreFre)):find(f==EndFre));

%% Figure output for Amplitude Correction Factor Spectrum
figure(2)
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plot(f,AmpCurve,'.',ff,AmpCoff,'-*');
title('Amplitude Correction Factor Spectrum')
xlabel('f (Hz)')
ylabel('Amplitude')
xlim([0,310])
ylim([0,2])
grid on
set(gca, 'Fontname', 'Times New Roman','FontSize',40);

%% Calcuate the Phase Angle Shift curve
lag = (k-1)*f*360/Fts; % phase lag caused by the measurement order of each channel
phaseAngleShift = ph22 - ph2 + lag'; % "phaseAngleShift(i)" is the phase angle
difference between the reference and the distorted signals at the ith frequency.

% Make correction to the phase angle shift, so it lies between -180 deg.
% to +180 deg. If the distorted signal has a delay, the phase angle
% difference is defined as negative; if the distorted signal is advanced, then the
% phase angle difference is defined as positive. When doing phase angle
% correction for the distorted signal, should subtract the phase angle
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% difference.

for j=1:length(phaseAngleShift)
while phaseAngleShift(j)<-180
phaseAngleShift(j)=phaseAngleShift(j)+360;
end
while phaseAngleShift(j)>180
phaseAngleShift(j)=phaseAngleShift(j)-360;
end
end
PhaCoff(1) = 0;
PhaCoff(2:length(ff)) = phaseAngleShift(find(f==StartFre):(find(f==2*IncreFre)find(f==IncreFre)):find(f==EndFre));

%% Figure output for Phase Correction Factor Spectrum
figure(3)
plot(f,phaseAngleShift,'.',ff,PhaCoff,'-*');
title('Phase Correction Factor Spectrum')
xlabel('f (Hz)')
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ylabel('Amplitude')
xlim([0,310])
ylim([-180,180])
grid on
set(gca, 'Fontname', 'Times New Roman','FontSize',40);

%% Figure output for Sine Sweep Signal History
figure(4)
plot(tt,x,tt,y);
title('Sine Sweep Signal History')
legend('Reference(30cm)','Distorted(104cm)' )
xlabel('Time(s)')
ylabel('Ampltude')
set(gca, 'Fontname', 'Times New Roman','FontSize',40);

%% Save tubing response coefficient function as .mat
save('TRCF.mat','AmpCoff','PhaCoff','ff')
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C.2 MATLAB code for data pre-processing and wind-induced pressure plot
%% Initialization
clc; clear all; close all;

%% Parameters
tic
fs = 625;% test sampling rate (Hz/Ch)
T = 288;% sampling time (s)
t = 0:1/fs:T-1/fs;% time vector
d = 1.2929;% air density (kg/m^3)

%% Folder address input
MyFolder = ['E:\Balcony project code data\old version data analisis\for single
case\Data']; % input folder address of raw data
FilesFolder = dir([MyFolder,'\*']); % classfiy data through folder's names

%% Data input and structuralization
h=waitbar(0,'please wait'); % Loading bar showing ’please wait‘
for i=1:length(FilesFolder)-2 % Cycle the times of case quantities
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Data(i).type = FilesFolder(i+2).name; % Input data throught the file's names

Data(i).RawPressure.Run1=textread([MyFolder,'\',FilesFolder(i+2).name,'\Run1','\out_m
easure.txt']);

Data(i).RawPressure.Run2=textread([MyFolder,'\',FilesFolder(i+2).name,'\Run2','\out_m
easure.txt']);

Data(i).RawPressure.Run3=textread([MyFolder,'\',FilesFolder(i+2).name,'\Run3','\out_m
easure.txt']);

Data(i).RawPressure.Run4=textread([MyFolder,'\',FilesFolder(i+2).name,'\Run4','\out_m
easure.txt']);
str=['Running...',num2str(i/(length(FilesFolder)-2)*100),'%']; % The string
about showing the progress percentage
waitbar(i/(length(FilesFolder)-2),h,str) % Loading bar showing the progress
percentage
end
delete(h); % Delete the loading bar and variable
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%% Correction throught Tubing response correction function
h=waitbar(0,'please wait'); % Loading bar of tubing response correction which
shows ’please wait‘
for i=1:length(Data) % Cycle the times of case quantities
Data(i).RawPressure.Run1=TubingResponseFunction(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1);
Data(i).RawPressure.Run2=TubingResponseFunction(Data(i).RawPressure.Run2);
Data(i).RawPressure.Run3=TubingResponseFunction(Data(i).RawPressure.Run3);
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4=TubingResponseFunction(Data(i).RawPressure.Run4);
str=['Running...',num2str(i/length(Data)*100),'%']; % The string about showing the
progress percentage
waitbar(i/length(Data),h,str)% Loading bar showing the progress percentage
end
delete(h); % Delete the loading bar and variable

%% Data categorization
for i=1:length(Data)
Data(i).BalconyType=Data(i).type(1); % Balcony type categorization
if Data(i).type(3) == 'G' % balcony configuration categorization
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Data(i).Gap = 'G';
else
Data(i).Gap = 'NG';
end

if Data(i).type(6) == '1' % Wind speed categorization
Data(i).Speed = str2num([Data(i).type(6),Data(i).type(7)]);
else if ((Data(i).Gap == 'NG') & (Data(i).type(7) == '1'))
Data(i).Speed = str2num([Data(i).type(7),Data(i).type(8)]);
else
Data(i).Speed = 8;
end
end
if Data(i).type(end) == '0' % Attack angle categorization
Data(i).Angle = 0;
else if Data(i).type(end) == '3'
Data(i).Angle = 23;
else Data(i).Angle = 45;
end
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end
if Data(i).Speed == 8 % Static pressure categorization
Data(i).Static = 6.6;
else if Data(i).Speed == 10
Data(i).Static = 10;
else Data(i).Static = 17;
end
end
end

%% Data location
for i=1:length(Data)
if Data(i).BalconyType == 'I' % Isolated balcony layout
% Calculate mean pressure of four cases in the Windward side
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{1,1}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,1)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,1)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,4)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,4))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{1,2}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,2)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,2)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,3)+...
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Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,3))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{1,3}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,27)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,27)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,27)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,27))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{1,4}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,3)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,3)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,2)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,2))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{1,5}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,4)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,4)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,1)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,1))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{2,1}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,5)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,5)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,9)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,9))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{2,2}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,6)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,6)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,8)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,8))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{2,3}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,7)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,7)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,7)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,7))./4;
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Data(i).Pressure.Windward{2,4}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,8)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,8)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,6)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,6))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{2,5}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,9)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,9)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,5)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,5))./4;

% Leeward
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{1,1}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,10)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,10)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,12)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,12))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{1,2}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,11)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,11)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,28)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,28))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{1,3}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,28)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,28)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,11)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,11))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{1,4}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,12)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,12)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,10)+...
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Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,10))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{2,1}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,13)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,13)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,16)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,16))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{2,2}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,14)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,14)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,15)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,15))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{2,3}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,15)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,15)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,14)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,14))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{2,4}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,16)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,16)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,13)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,13))./4;

% Backwall
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{1,1}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,17)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,17)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,21)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,21))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{1,2}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,18)...
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+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,18)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,20)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,20))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{1,3}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,19)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,19)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,19)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,19))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{1,4}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,20)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,20)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,18)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,18))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{1,5}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,21)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,21)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,17)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,17))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{2,1}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,22)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,22)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,26)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,26))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{2,2}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,23)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,23)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,25)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,25))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{2,3}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,24)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,24)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,24)+...
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Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,24))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{2,4}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,25)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,25)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,23)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,23))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{2,5}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,26)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,26)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,22)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,22))./4;

else % Continuous balcony layout
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{1,1}(:,1)=1.1*(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,1)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,1)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,7)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,7))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{1,2}(:,1)=1.1*(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,2)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,2)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,6)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,6))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{1,3}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,3)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,3)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,5)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,5))./4;
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Data(i).Pressure.Windward{1,4}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,4)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,4)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,4)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,4))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{1,5}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,5)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,5)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,3)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,3))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{1,6}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,6)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,5)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,2)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,2))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{1,7}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,7)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,5)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,1)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,1))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{2,1}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,8)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,8)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,14)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,14))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{2,2}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,9)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,9)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,13)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,13))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{2,3}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,10)...
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+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,10)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,12)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,12))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{2,4}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,11)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,11)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,11)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,11))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{2,5}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,12)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,12)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,10)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,10))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{2,6}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,13)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,13)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,9)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,9))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Windward{2,7}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,14)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,14)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,8)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,8))./4;

% Leeward
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{1,1}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,15)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,15)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,20)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,20))./4;
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Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{1,2}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,16)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,16)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,19)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,19))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{1,3}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,17)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,17)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,18)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,18))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{1,4}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,18)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,18)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,17)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,17))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{1,5}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,19)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,19)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,16)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,16))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{1,6}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,20)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,20)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,15)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,15))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{2,1}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,21)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,21)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,26)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,26))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{2,2}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,22)...
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+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,22)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,25)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,25))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{2,3}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,23)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,23)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,24)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,24))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{2,4}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,24)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,24)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,23)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,23))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{2,5}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,25)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,25)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,22)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,22))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{2,6}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,26)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,26)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,21)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,21))./4;

% Backwall

Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{1,2}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,27)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,17)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,31)+...
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Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,31))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{1,3}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,28)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,28)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,30)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,30))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{1,4}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,29)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,29)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,29)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,29))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{1,5}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,30)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,30)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,28)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,28))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{1,6}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,31)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,31)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,27)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,27))./4;

Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{2,1}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,32)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,32)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,38)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,38))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{2,2}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,33)...
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+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,33)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,37)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,37))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{2,3}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,34)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,34)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,36)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,36))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{2,4}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,35)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,35)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,35)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,35))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{2,5}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,36)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,36)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,34)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,34))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{2,6}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,37)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,37)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,33)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,33))./4;
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{2,7}(:,1)=(Data(i).RawPressure.Run1(:,38)...
+Data(i).RawPressure.Run2(:,38)+Data(i).RawPressure.Run3(:,32)+...
Data(i).RawPressure.Run4(:,32))./4;
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Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{1,1}(:,1)=
0.5.*(Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{1,2}(:,1)...
+Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{2,1}(:,1));
Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{1,7}(:,1)=
0.5.*(Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{1,6}(:,1)...
+Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{2,7}(:,1));
end
end

%% Mean,RMS,Maximum,Minimum Pressure
for i=1:length(Data)
for j=1:length(Data(i).Pressure.Windward)
for k=1:2

Data(i).Pressure.MeanWindward{k,j}=mean(Data(i).Pressure.Windward{k,j})Data(i).Static;

Data(i).Pressure.MeanBackwall{k,j}=mean(Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{k,j})Data(i).Static;
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Data(i).Pressure.RMSWindward{k,j}=std(Data(i).Pressure.Windward{k,j});
Data(i).Pressure.RMSBackwall{k,j}=std(Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{k,j});

Data(i).Pressure.MaxWindward{k,j}=max(Data(i).Pressure.Windward{k,j})Data(i).Static;

Data(i).Pressure.MaxBackwall{k,j}=max(Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{k,j})-Data(i).Static;

Data(i).Pressure.MinWindward{k,j}=min(Data(i).Pressure.Windward{k,j})Data(i).Static;
Data(i).Pressure.MinBackwall{k,j}=min(Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{k,j})Data(i).Static;
end
end
for j=1:length(Data(i).Pressure.Leeward)
for k=1:2
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Data(i).Pressure.MeanLeeward{k,j}=mean(Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{k,j})Data(i).Static;
Data(i).Pressure.RMSLeeward{k,j}=std(Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{k,j});
Data(i).Pressure.MaxLeeward{k,j}=max(Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{k,j})Data(i).Static;
Data(i).Pressure.MinLeeward{k,j}=min(Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{k,j})Data(i).Static;
end
end
end

%% Pressure coefficient calculation
for i=1:length(Data)
for j=1:length(Data(i).Pressure.Windward)
for k=1:2
Data(i).Coefficient.Windward{k,j} = (Data(i).Pressure.Windward{k,j}Data(i).Static)/(0.5*d*power(Data(i).Speed,2));
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Data(i).Coefficient.Backwall{k,j} = (Data(i).Pressure.Backwall{k,j}Data(i).Static)/(0.5*d*power(Data(i).Speed,2));
end
end
for j=1:length(Data(i).Pressure.Leeward)
for k=1:2
Data(i).Coefficient.Leeward{k,j} = (Data(i).Pressure.Leeward{k,j}Data(i).Static)/(0.5*d*power(Data(i).Speed,2));
end
end
end

%% Mean,RMS,Maximum,Minimum Pressure Coefficient
for i=1:length(Data)
for j=1:length(Data(i).Coefficient.Windward)
for k=1:2

Data(i).Coefficient.MeanWindward{k,j}=mean(Data(i).Coefficient.Windward{k,j});
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Data(i).Coefficient.MeanBackwall{k,j}=mean(Data(i).Coefficient.Backwall{k,j});

Data(i).Coefficient.RMSWindward{k,j}=std(Data(i).Coefficient.Windward{k,j});

Data(i).Coefficient.RMSBackwall{k,j}=std(Data(i).Coefficient.Backwall{k,j});

Data(i).Coefficient.MaxWindward{k,j}=max(Data(i).Coefficient.Windward{k,j});

Data(i).Coefficient.MaxBackwall{k,j}=max(Data(i).Coefficient.Backwall{k,j});

Data(i).Coefficient.MinWindward{k,j}=min(Data(i).Coefficient.Windward{k,j});

Data(i).Coefficient.MinBackwall{k,j}=min(Data(i).Coefficient.Backwall{k,j});
end
end
for j=1:length(Data(i).Coefficient.Leeward)
for k=1:2
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Data(i).Coefficient.MeanLeeward{k,j}=mean(Data(i).Coefficient.Leeward{k,j});

Data(i).Coefficient.RMSLeeward{k,j}=std(Data(i).Coefficient.Leeward{k,j});

Data(i).Coefficient.MaxLeeward{k,j}=max(Data(i).Coefficient.Leeward{k,j});

Data(i).Coefficient.MinLeeward{k,j}=min(Data(i).Coefficient.Leeward{k,j});
end
end
end

%% Overall coefficient and aribitary area

for i=length(Data):-1:1
if Data(i).BalconyType == 'I'
% area of Windward panel
AWcorTop=(18.2+18.2)*16.5;% mm^2
AWcorDown=(18.2+18.2)*27.5;% mm^2
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AWmidTop=36.4*16.5;% mm^2
AWmidDown=36.4*27.5;% mm^2

% area of leeward panel
ALcorTop=(36.4+18.2)*27.5;% mm^2
ALcorDown=(36.4+18.2)*16.5;% mm^2
ALmidTop=36.4*27.5;% mm^2
ALmidDown=36.4*16.5;% mm^2

% area of backwall
ABcorTop=AWcorTop;% mm^2
ABcorDown=AWcorDown;% mm^2
ABmidTop=AWmidTop;% mm^2
ABmidDown=AWmidDown;% mm^2

% Calculation
Data(i).Area.Windward =
[AWcorTop,AWmidTop,AWmidTop,AWmidTop,AWcorTop;...
AWcorDown,AWmidDown,AWmidDown,AWmidDown,AWcorDown];
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Data(i).Area.Leeward = [ALcorTop,ALmidTop,ALmidTop,ALcorTop;...
ALcorDown,ALmidDown,ALmidDown,ALcorDown];
Data(i).Area.Backwall = Data(i).Area.Windward;
Data(i).Area.TotalWindward = sum(Data(i).Area.Windward);
Data(i).Area.TotalLeeward = sum(Data(i).Area.Leeward);
Data(i).Area.TotalBackwall = Data(i).Area.TotalWindward;

Data(i).Coefficient.OverallWindward = sum(Data(i).Area.Windward...
.*cell2mat(Data(i).Coefficient.MeanWindward))/(Data(i).Area.TotalWind
ward...
);
Data(i).Coefficient.OverallLeeward = sum(Data(i).Area.Leeward...
.*cell2mat(Data(i).Coefficient.MeanLeeward))/(Data(i).Area.TotalLeewar
d...
);
Data(i).Coefficient.OverallBackwall = sum(Data(i).Area.Backwall...
.*cell2mat(Data(i).Coefficient.MeanBackwall))/(Data(i).Area.TotalBackw
all...
);
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Data(i).OverallWindwardCoefficient = Data(i).Coefficient.OverallWindward;
Data(i).OverallLeewardCoefficient = Data(i).Coefficient.OverallLeeward;
Data(i).OverallBackwallCoefficient = Data(i).Coefficient.OverallBackwall;

else if Data(i).BalconyType == 'C'
% area of Windward panel
AWcorTop=18.2*16.5;% mm^2
AWcorDown=18.2*27.5;% mm^2
AWmidTop=36.4*16.5;% mm^2
AWmidDown=36.4*27.5;% mm^2

% area of leeward panel
ALcorTop=(36.4+20)*27.5;% mm^2
ALcorDown=(36.4+20)*16.5;% mm^2
ALmidTop=36.4*27.5;% mm^2
ALmidDown=36.4*16.5;% mm^2

% area of backwall
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ABcorTop=AWcorTop;% mm^2
ABcorDown=AWcorDown;% mm^2
ABmidTop=AWmidTop;% mm^2
ABmidDown=AWmidDown;% mm^2

% Calculation
Data(i).Area.Windward =
[AWcorTop,AWmidTop,AWmidTop,AWmidTop,AWmidTop,AWmidTop,AWcorTop;..
.

AWcorDown,AWmidDown,AWmidDown,AWmidDown,AWmidDown,AWmidDown,A
WcorDown];
Data(i).Area.Leeward =
[ALcorTop,ALmidTop,ALmidTop,ALmidTop,ALmidTop,ALcorTop;...

ALcorDown,ALmidDown,ALmidDown,ALmidDown,ALmidDown,ALcorDown];
Data(i).Area.Backwall =
[AWcorTop,AWmidTop,AWmidTop,AWmidTop,AWmidTop,AWmidTop,AWcorTop;..
.
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AWcorDown,AWmidDown,AWmidDown,AWmidDown,AWmidDown,AWmidDown,A
WcorDown];
Data(i).Area.TotalWindward = sum(Data(i).Area.Windward);
Data(i).Area.TotalLeeward = sum(Data(i).Area.Leeward);
Data(i).Area.TotalBackwall = sum(Data(i).Area.Backwall);

Data(i).Coefficient.OverallWindward = sum(Data(i).Area.Windward...
.*cell2mat(Data(i).Coefficient.MeanWindward))/(Data(i).Area.TotalWind
ward...
);
Data(i).Coefficient.OverallLeeward = sum(Data(i).Area.Leeward...
.*cell2mat(Data(i).Coefficient.MeanLeeward))/(Data(i).Area.TotalLeewar
d...
);
Data(i).Coefficient.OverallBackwall = sum(Data(i).Area.Backwall...
.*cell2mat(Data(i).Coefficient.MeanBackwall))/(Data(i).Area.TotalBackw
all...
);
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Data(i).OverallWindwardCoefficient = Data(i).Coefficient.OverallWindward;
Data(i).OverallLeewardCoefficient = Data(i).Coefficient.OverallLeeward;
Data(i).OverallBackwallCoefficient = Data(i).Coefficient.OverallBackwall;
end
end
end

%% Output Result plots for windward side
% Mean Cp and pressure
for i = length(FilesFolder)-2:-1:1
if (Data(i).BalconyType == 'I') % Case I_NG Windward plot output
I = imread('E:\Balcony project code data\balcony
figures\I_NG_Windward.JPG'); % Isolated balcony windward side picture

for j=1:10 % Generate the character of pressure coefficient (Cp) in the matrix
as the label
Label_str{j}

= ['Cp'];
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end
position = [190 100;490 100;810 100;1170 100;1510 100;...
190 290;490 290;810 290;1170 290;1510 290]; % String localization in
the figure
box_color = {'white'}; % Select the color of the background of box in the
output figures
RGB = insertText(I,position,Label_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the label Cp into
the figures

for j=1:10 % Generate the character of pressure (P) in the matrix as the label
Label_str{j}

= ['P'];

end
position = [200 140;500 140;820 140;1180 140;1520 140;...
200 330;500 330;820 330;1180 330;1520 330]; % String localization in
the figure
RGB = insertText(RGB,position,Label_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the label P into the
figures
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text_str = mat2cell(roundn([Data(i).Coefficient.MeanWindward{1,:}...
,Data(i).Coefficient.MeanWindward{2,:}],-2),[1],[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ]); %
Transfer pressure coefficient into cells and set 2 effective digits
for j=1:10 % Convert number to string
text_str{1,j}=num2str(text_str{1,j});
end

position = [270 100;560 100;880 100;1240 100;1580 100;...
270 290;560 290;880 290;1240 290;1580 290]; % String localization in
the figure
RGB = insertText(RGB,position,text_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the mean Cp into
the figures

text_str = mat2cell(roundn([Data(i).Pressure.MeanWindward{1,:}...
,Data(i).Pressure.MeanWindward{2,:}],-2),[1],[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ]); %
Transfer pressure coefficient into cells and set 2 effective digits
for j=1:10 % Convert number to string
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text_str{1,j}=num2str(text_str{1,j});
end

position = [270 140;560 140;880 140;1240 140;1580 140;...
270 330;560 330;880 330;1240 330;1580 330]; % String localization in
the figure
RGB = insertText(RGB,position,text_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the mean P into the
figures

Cp_str=['Cp,A=',num2str(roundn(Data(i).Coefficient.OverallWindward,2))]; % Generate the string of overall mean Cp
position = [850 410]; % String localization in the figure
RGB = insertText(RGB,position,Cp_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the overall mean
Cp into the figures

imresize(RGB,[503,1846]); % Resize the output figrues
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imwrite(RGB,[Data(i).type,'_', 'Mean_Windward.png']); % Save and rename
the output figures in the folder of "balcony figrues"
clear text_str
clear Label_str

%% contour output
s = get(0, 'ScreenSize'); % Full screen
figure('Position', [0 0 s(3) s(4)]);
I = image(imread('E:\Balcony project code data\balcony
figures\I_NG_Windward_blank.JPG')); % Background input
hold on

x = 8:457:1836; % X axis of pressure taps
y = 8:375:383; % Y axis of pressure taps
[X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y); % Generate meshgrid of pressure taps
v1 = [0.7:0.001:1.3]; % Contour filling setting such as the range and density
v2 = [0.7:0.05:1.3]; % Contour lines setting such as the range and density
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto')
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[C,h]=contourf(X,Y,[Data(i).Coefficient.MeanWindward{1,:};...
,Data(i).Coefficient.MeanWindward{2,:}],v1,'ShowText','off',...
'LineColor','none'); % Filled contour
hold on
[C,h]=contour(X,Y,[Data(i).Coefficient.MeanWindward{1,:};...
,Data(i).Coefficient.MeanWindward{2,:}],v2,'ShowText','on',...
'LineColor','k','LineStyle','-'); % Contour lines
hold on
clabel(C,h,'FontSize',20); % Contour label setting

load MyColormap;%
colormap(mymap);%
colorbar
caxis([0.7 1.3]) % Contour bar setting

set(gca, 'Fontname', 'Times New Roman','FontSize',25); % Contour font setting
set(gca,'xtick',[],'ytick',[],'xcolor','w','ycolor','w'); % Contour axis setting
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print(gcf,[Data(i).type,'_', 'Mean_Windward_Contour'],'-dpng'); % Contour
output
close all

else

% Case C_NG Windward plot output
I = imread('E:\Balcony project code data\balcony

figures\C_NG_Windward.JPG'); % Continuous balcony windward side picture
for j=1:14 % Generate the character of pressure coefficient (Cp) in
the matrix as the label
Label_str{j} = ['Cp'];
end
position = [90 60;320 60;585 60;825 60;1070 60;1355 60;1600 60;...
90 210;320 210;585 210;825 210;1070 210;1355 210;1600
210]; % String localization in the figure
RGB = insertText(I,position,Label_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the label
Cp into the figures
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for j=1:14 % Generate the character of pressure (P) in the matrix as
the label
Label_str{j}

= ['P'];

end
position = position + [1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1]*[0 40]; % String
localization in the figure
RGB =
insertText(RGB,position,Label_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the label
P into the figures

text_str =
mat2cell(roundn([Data(i).Coefficient.MeanWindward{1,:}...
,Data(i).Coefficient.MeanWindward{2,:}],-2),[1],[1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1]); % Transfer pressure coefficient into cells and set 2 effective digits
for j=1:14 % Convert number to string
text_str{1,j}=num2str(text_str{1,j});
end
position = [90 60;320 60;585 60;825 60;1070 60;1355 60;1600 60;...
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90 210;320 210;585 210;825 210;1070 210;1355 210;1600
210]...
+[1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1]*[50 0]; % Transfer pressure
coefficient into cells and set 2 effective digits
RGB = insertText(RGB,position,text_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the label
P into the figures

text_str = mat2cell(roundn([Data(i).Pressure.MeanWindward{1,:}...
,Data(i).Pressure.MeanWindward{2,:}],-2),[1],[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1]); % Transfer pressure into cells and set 2 effective digits
for j=1:14 % Convert number to string
text_str{1,j}=num2str(text_str{1,j});
end
position = position + [1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1;1]*[0 40]; % String
localization in the figure
RGB = insertText(RGB,position,text_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the mean
P into the figures
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Cp_str=['Cp,A=',num2str(roundn(Data(i).Coefficient.OverallWindward,-2))]; %
Generate the string of overall mean Cp
position = [850 310]; % String localization in the figure
RGB = insertText(RGB,position,Cp_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the
overall mean Cp into the figures

imresize(RGB,[503,1846]); % Resize the output figrues
imwrite(RGB,[Data(i).type,'_', 'Mean_Windward.png']); % Save and
rename the output figures in the folder of "balcony figrues"
clear text_str
clear Label_str

%% contour output
s = get(0, 'ScreenSize');
figure('Position', [0 0 s(3) s(4)]);
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I = image(imread('E:\Balcony project code data\balcony
figures\C_NG_Windward_blank.JPG'));
hold on

x = 130:270:1750;
y = 12:292:304;
[X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y);
v1 = [0.7:0.001:1.3];
v2 = [0.7:0.05:1.3];
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto')

[C,h]=contourf(X,Y,[Data(i).Coefficient.MeanWindward{1,:};...
,Data(i).Coefficient.MeanWindward{2,:}],v1,'ShowText','off','Li
neColor','none');
hold on
[C,h]=contour(X,Y,[Data(i).Coefficient.MeanWindward{1,:};...
,Data(i).Coefficient.MeanWindward{2,:}],v2,'ShowText','on',...
'LineColor','k','LineStyle','-');
hold on
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clabel(C,h,'FontSize',20) ;

load MyColormap;%
colormap(mymap);%
colorbar
caxis([0.7 1.3]) % Contour bar setting

set(gca, 'Fontname', 'Times New Roman','FontSize',25);
set(gca,'xtick',[],'ytick',[],'xcolor','w','ycolor','w');

print(gcf,[Data(i).type,'_', 'Mean_Windward_Contour'],'-dpng');
close all
end
end

%% Output Result plots for Backwall
%% Mean Cp and pressure
for i = length(FilesFolder)-2:-1:1
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if (Data(i).BalconyType == 'I') % Case I_NG Backwall plot output
I = imread('E:\Balcony project code data\balcony figures\I_Backwall.JPG'); %
Isolated balcony Backwall side picture
for j=1:10 % Generate the character of pressure coefficient (Cp) in the matrix
as the label
Label_str{j}

= ['Cp'];

end
position = [260 275;545 275;830 275;1110 275;1390 275;...
260 450;545 450;830 450;1110 450;1390 450]; % String localization in
the figure
box_color = {'white'}; % Select the color of the background of box in the
output figures
RGB = insertText(I,position,Label_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the label Cp into
the figures

for j=1:10 % Generate the character of pressure (P) in the matrix as the label
Label_str{j}

= ['P'];

end
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position = position + 40.*[0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1]; % String
localization in the figure
RGB = insertText(RGB,position,Label_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the label P into the
figures

text_str = mat2cell(roundn([Data(i).Coefficient.MeanBackwall{1,:}...
,Data(i).Coefficient.MeanBackwall{2,:}],-2),[1],[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ]); %
Transfer pressure coefficient into cells and set 2 effective digits
for j=1:10 % Convert number to string
text_str{1,j}=num2str(text_str{1,j});
end

position = position + [60 40].*[1 -1;1 -1;1 -1;1 -1;1 -1;1 -1;1 -1;1 -1;1 -1;1 1]; % String localization in the figure
RGB = insertText(RGB,position,text_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the mean Cp into
the figures
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text_str = mat2cell(roundn([Data(i).Pressure.MeanBackwall{1,:}...
,Data(i).Pressure.MeanBackwall{2,:}],-2),[1],[1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ]); %
Transfer pressure coefficient into cells and set 2 effective digits
for j=1:10 % Convert number to string
text_str{1,j}=num2str(text_str{1,j});
end

position = position + 40.*[0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;]; % String
localization in the figure
RGB = insertText(RGB,position,text_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the mean P into the
figures

Cp_str=['Cp,A=',num2str(roundn(Data(i).Coefficient.OverallBackwall,-2))]; %
Generate the string of overall mean Cp
position = [830 610]; % String localization in the figure
RGB = insertText(RGB,position,Cp_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the overall mean
Cp into the figures
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imresize(RGB,[503,1846]); % Resize the output figrues
imwrite(RGB,[Data(i).type,'_', 'Mean_Backwall.png']); % Save and rename the
output figures in the folder of "balcony figrues"
clear text_str
clear Label_str

%% contour output
s = get(0, 'ScreenSize'); % Full screen
figure('Position', [0 0 s(3) s(4)]);
I = image(imread('E:\Balcony project code data\balcony
figures\I_Backwall_blank.JPG')); % Background input
hold on

x = 167:373:1659; % X axis of pressure taps
y = 210:375:585; % Y axis of pressure taps
[X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y); % Generate meshgrid of pressure taps
v1 = [0.7:0.001:1.3]; % Contour filling setting such as the range and density
v2 = [0.7:0.05:1.3]; % Contour lines setting such as the range and density
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set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto')

[C,h]=contourf(X,Y,[Data(i).Coefficient.MeanBackwall{1,:};...
,Data(i).Coefficient.MeanBackwall{2,:}],v1,'ShowText','off',...
'LineColor','none'); % Filled contour
hold on
[C,h]=contour(X,Y,[Data(i).Coefficient.MeanBackwall{1,:};...
,Data(i).Coefficient.MeanBackwall{2,:}],v2,'ShowText','on',...
'LineColor','k','LineStyle','-'); % Contour lines
hold on
clabel(C,h,'FontSize',20); % Contour label setting
load MyColormap;
colormap(mymap);
colorbar
caxis([0.7 1.3]) % Contour bar setting

set(gca, 'Fontname', 'Times New Roman','FontSize',25); % Contour font setting
set(gca,'xtick',[],'ytick',[],'xcolor','w','ycolor','w'); % Contour axis setting
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print(gcf,[Data(i).type,'_', 'Mean_Backwall_Contour'],'-dpng'); % Contour
output
close all

else (Data(i).BalconyType == 'C')

% Case C_NG Backwall plot output

I = imread('E:\Balcony project code data\balcony
figures\C_Backwall.JPG'); % Continuous balcony Backwall side picture
% First layer
for j=1:5 % Generate the character of pressure coefficient (Cp) in the
matrix as the label
Label_str{j} = ['Cp'];
end
position1 = [344 266;589 266;802 266;1015 266;1227 266]; % String
localization in the figure
RGB = insertText(I,position1,Label_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
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box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the label
Cp into the figures

for j=1:5 % Generate the character of pressure (P) in the matrix as the
label
Label_str{j}

= ['P'];

end
position1 = position1 + 40.*[0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1]; % String
localization in the figure
RGB =
insertText(RGB,position1,Label_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the label
P into the figures

text_str =
mat2cell(roundn([Data(i).Coefficient.MeanBackwall{1,2:6}],-2),...
[1],[1 1 1 1 1 ]); % Transfer pressure coefficient into cells and
set 2 effective digits
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for j=1:5 % Convert number to string
text_str{1,j}=num2str(text_str{1,j});
end
position1 = position1 + [1;1;1;1;1]*[60 -40]; % Transfer pressure
coefficient into cells and set 2 effective digits
RGB = insertText(RGB,position1,text_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the label
P into the figures

text_str =
mat2cell(roundn([Data(i).Pressure.MeanBackwall{1,2:6}],-2),...
[1],[1 1 1 1 1]); % Transfer pressure into cells and set 2 effective
digits
for j=1:5 % Convert number to string
text_str{1,j}=num2str(text_str{1,j});
end
position1 = position1 + [1;1;1;1;1]*[0 40]; % String localization in
the figure
RGB = insertText(RGB,position1,text_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
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box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the mean
P into the figures
clear text_str
clear Label_str

% Second layer
for j=1:7 % Generate the character of pressure coefficient (Cp) in the
matrix as the label
Label_str{j} = ['Cp'];
end
position2 = [143 406;344 406;589 406;802 406;1015 406;1227
406;1429 406]; % String localization in the figure
RGB =
insertText(RGB,position2,Label_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the label
Cp into the figures

for j=1:7 % Generate the character of pressure (P) in the matrix as the
label
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Label_str{j}

= ['P'];

end
position2 = position2 + 40.*[0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1;0 1]; % String
localization in the figure
RGB =
insertText(RGB,position2,Label_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the label
P into the figures

text_str =
mat2cell(roundn([Data(i).Coefficient.MeanBackwall{2,:}],-2),...
[1],[1 1 1 1 1 1 1]); % Transfer pressure coefficient into cells
and set 2 effective digits

for j=1:7 % Convert number to string
text_str{1,j}=num2str(text_str{1,j});
end
position2 = position2 + [1;1;1;1;1;1;1]*[60 -40]; % Transfer pressure
coefficient into cells and set 2 effective digits
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RGB = insertText(RGB,position2,text_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the label
P into the figures

text_str = mat2cell(roundn([Data(i).Pressure.MeanBackwall{2,:}],2),...
[1],[1 1 1 1 1 1 1]); % Transfer pressure into cells and set 2
effective digits
for j=1:7 % Convert number to string
text_str{1,j}=num2str(text_str{1,j});
end
position2 = position2 + [1;1;1;1;1;1;1]*[0 40]; % String localization
in the figure
RGB = insertText(RGB,position2,text_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the mean
P into the figures
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Cp_str=['Cp,A=',num2str(roundn(Data(i).Coefficient.OverallBackwall,-2))]; % Generate
the string of overall mean Cp
position = [802 550]; % String localization in the figure
RGB = insertText(RGB,position,Cp_str,'FontSize',30,'BoxColor',...
box_color,'BoxOpacity',0,'TextColor','black'); % Insert the
overall mean Cp into the figures

imresize(RGB,[503,1846]); % Resize the output figrues
imwrite(RGB,[Data(i).type,'_', 'Mean_Backwall.png']); % Save and
rename the output figures in the folder of "balcony figrues"
clear text_str
clear Label_str

%% contour output
s = get(0, 'ScreenSize');
figure('Position', [0 0 s(3) s(4)]);
I = image(imread('E:\Balcony project code data\balcony
figures\C_Backwall_blank.JPG'));
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hold on

x = 195:228:1563;
y = 359:290:649;
[X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y);
v1 = [0.7:0.001:1.3];
v2 = [0.7:0.05:1.3];
set(gcf,'PaperPositionMode','auto')

[C,h]=contourf(X,Y,[Data(i).Coefficient.MeanBackwall{1,:};...
,Data(i).Coefficient.MeanBackwall{2,:}],v1,'ShowText','off','Li
neColor','none');
hold on
[C,h]=contour(X,Y,[Data(i).Coefficient.MeanBackwall{1,:};...
,Data(i).Coefficient.MeanBackwall{2,:}],v2,'ShowText','on',...
'LineColor','k','LineStyle','-');
hold on
clabel(C,h,'FontSize',20) ;
load MyColormap;%
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colormap(mymap);%
colorbar
caxis([0.7 1.3])

set(gca, 'Fontname', 'Times New Roman','FontSize',25);
set(gca,'xtick',[],'ytick',[],'xcolor','w','ycolor','w');

print(gcf,[Data(i).type,'_', 'Mean_Backwall_Contour'],'-dpng');
close all

end
end
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